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NLRB rules in 
college's favor 
-·--. · Ithacan /Tom Arundel 
His Holiness, the Dalal Lama addre~ss the 12,000 people who crowded Into Cornell's Barton Hall. 
Dalai Laina visits Cornell 
~y Mi~µltMasL ,- .. _____ -." , ._ ---~i¥-hloomed-yellow .fms,lhia 
The words of ~ Dalai Lama jlD(i purple tulips and presented his 
rose delicately and wistfully car- .,listeners with his thoughts and ob-
ried through the calm air of Barton · :servations of human nature. 
Hall. _ . ---~- "The purpose ofour life is hap-
Extolling the virtues of a com- . piness. The most effective factor 
mon humanity and the need for for happiness is within ourselves," 
inner-peace and ruD'f1lOOY, the 55 the Dalai Lama explained. "We 
year old spiritual leader of Tibet already have iL Whether we utilize 
captivated an audience of 12,000 iteffectivelyornotisthequestion." 
galheredtohearthebeliefsofaman Entitled "Overcoming Differ-
exiled from his homeland more than ences," the Dalai Lama's hour-long 
30 years ago. address stressed love and compas-
Dressetl in little more than a red sion as the keys to developing in-
robe and sandals, the Dalai Lama ne~-strength and confidence. 
,;Tfze purpose of our life -
is happiness. The most 
effective factor for 
happiness is within 
ourselves." 
-The Dalai Lama 
nessof mind" that results from such 
a mental state is the real source of 
happiness and joy in a person's life. 
"The ultimate destroyer of our 
happiness is anger," he said. "The 
real enemy ultimately is ourselves." 
By Jacki Donati 
The National Labor Relations 
Board recently ruled in favor of 
Ithaca College in connection with 
an alleged violation of the National 
Labor Relations Act. 
The charges state that the col-
lege was in violation of the NLRB 
Act by denying, "the rights of em-
ployees to engage in activities of 
mutual aid and protection," accord-
ing to an article that appeared in the 
Ithaca Journal. 
'The charging party consists of 
four fonner employees of Ithaca 
College; Carol Given, David Flavin, 
Janet Jones, and Susan Gell Miner. 
All of them claim that long tenn 
exposure lo irritating chemicals at 
IC caused them fatigue, depression, 
and a dulling of their senses. 
Three of the employees worked 
in the Job Hall administration 
building. Flavin was an employee 
in a campus _ ~~rehouse where 
chemicals were ·scored. , . . 
The fonnerworkerscomplained 
that IC prohibited them from 
sending approximately 1,200 leuers 
to their co-workers. The letters, 
mailed on Nov. 29, 1990, were in 
regard to the alleged unsafe work-
ing conditions, according to the 
Journal article. 
In a previous press statement, 
the former employees said that 
they feel, "The college's confisca-
tion of these letters was discrimi-
natory, arbitrary and illegal." 
In a previous interview. Dave 
"It appears that the 
Employer's refusal was 
wholly consistent with 
its policy as codified in 
its employee hand-
book." 
-NLRB Regional Director 
Richard Ahearn 
Maley, Public Information Man-
ager for IC, said that the letters did 
not qualify as official college 
business and should not have been 
sent through the campus system. 
NLRB regional director, Richard 
Ahearn, notified the plaintiff in a 
Feb. 25 letter, but didn't indicate 
further proceedings were necessary. 
According to the notice from 
Ahearn, "ll appears that the 
Employer's refusal was wholly 
consistent with its policy as codified 
in its employee handbook_" 
"11ic' rilail sysrem--is--only"·for-
college business," Maley said. 
According to Ahearn, Ithaca 
College's policy to prohibit em-
ployee use of the intercampus mail 
system, "was consistent with seve(al 
prior instances where it refused re-
quests by other individuals and 
campus organizations ... for mass 
distribution of non-college business 
correspondence." 
Any appeal of Aheam's decision 
had to have been filed by the plaintiff 
by March 11,1991 to comply with 
NLRB rules and regulations. 
stood behind a lectern adorned with · The Dalai Lama said the "calm- See "Dalai," on page 7 
,-------------------------------. Student reporters face judicial 
action foil owing bomb hoax 
By Willie Rubenstein 
Four Ithaca College student journalists 
were brought up on judicial charges stem-
ming from their attempts at coverage of the 
Feb. 19 bomb hoax. 
Two Ithacan staff members, Todd Butler 
and Beverly Goodman, left The Ithacan 
office at 6:30 p.m. on the 19th to gather 
information on the bomb hoax. 
Butler and Goodman ran into Adam 
Wodon and Mark Wightman who are staff 
members of the World News in Review. 
According to the students, they were 
stopped.and held by IC police officers while 
in the vicinity of the college's electrical sub-
station. 
The officers were investigating two 
suspicious packages found on campus. One 
package was located near the sub-station 
and the other was found in the vicinity of the 
radio transmission tower. 
Both packages had notes attached to them 
and were found to be non-explosive by the 
Seneca Army Depot Bomb Disposal Unit. 
Power was shutdown on campus for three 
hours. Students were evacuated from nearby 
residence halls. 
According to letters mailed to Butler, 
Goodman, Wodon and Wightman a month 
after the incident, they were all charged 
with the same offenses: Three alleged vio-
According to Bob Holt, direc-
tor of the Office of Campus 
Safety, the students cooperated 
fully with officers but were not 
detained. 
lationsof the Ithaca College Student Conduct 
Code, Sections III Al; Dl and D2. 
Section III Al says that students are re-
quired to comply with the directions of any 
college employee. 
Section DI says that any conduct that 
recklessly or intentionally endangers or 
threatcnsthewelfareofanypersononcollege 
owned property or at college sponsored ac-
tivities is expressly prohibited. 
Section D2 states that disruptive, exces-
sively noisy, or indecent conduct may result 
in disciplinary action. 
Four seperate hearings were scheduled 
with a different case officer overseeing each 
one. depending on where the students live. 
According to Bob Holt, director of the 
Office of Campus Safety, lhe students co-
operated fully with officers but were not 
detained. Director of Judicial Affairs Rory 
Rothman, said he could not comment spe-
cifically on the cases. 
Ithacan / Sharon Perks 
Barry Seldin has his blood pressure checked during Health Awareness Week. 
Fitness awareness finds IC 
By Shaun Hatton and Michael Malosky 
During this week, IC students get to work 
on a body of knowledge seldom explored in 
classrooms -- health. 
Since Monday, Mar. 25, the school of 
heallh sciences and human performance has 
been sponsoring Health Awareness Weck 
for the third year. The week features 
speakers, aerobics workouts and a health 
and fimess assessment station adjacent to 
the Emerson Suites open daily this week 
from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
At the station, students move from one 
area that computes health care costs to a 
blood-pressure check, then to a computer 
See "Fitness," page 4 
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Avoiding STDs 
18y Dr. W. Robertson 
Sexually Transmitted Diseases 
(STDs) arc infections caught 
through sexual contact 
The most common STDs at 
Ithaca College in orderof frequency 
are Genital Wans, Crabs (Pubic 
Lice), Chlamydia and Herpes. This 
article will discuss these four con-
ditions. 
Genital Warts (or condyloma) 
arc caused by the Hwnan Papilloma 
Virus (HPV), which also causes the 
common skin wans found on hands 
and feet. 
It can take several months for 
warts to develop after exposure to 
the virus. They fonn on the ex t.crnal 
genital organs, and in women oft.en 
on the cervix as well. This is im-
portant because some types of the 
virus are associated with cancer of 
the cervix many years later. They 
can be deteeted on the cervix by a 
pap smear and if found can be treated 
with cryotherapy, that is, by freez-
ing the surface cells of the cervix . 
Crabs (pubic lice) is an infesta-
tion of the pubic hair with a tiny 
louse called Phthirus Pubis, which 
attaches itself to the skin at the base 
of a hair and can be seen by the 
naked eye as a small grey speck. 
Closer inspection shows it to be 
crab-like in appearance. The eggs 
("bits") are attached to the shaft of 
the hair. The main symptom is itch-
ing. Treatment is with over-the-
counter lotion or shampoo. 
Chlamydia is an infection with 
an organism called chlamydia 
trachomatis. In women it usually 
infects the cervix causing cervicitis 
and in men, urethral discharge and 
pain passing urine. However, oft.en 
neither women nor men will have 
any. s)'filptotfis~" ,, ' : 
If untreatcct-ch!amvdia can lead 
to Pelvic Inflammatory Disease 
(P.l.D) in women, and testicular 
infection in men. Both these condi-
tions can be serious and can lead to 
!Health Watch 
STDs can be prevented 
by responsible sexual 
behavior. Limit the 
number of your sexual 
partners and always use 
a condom. 
I 
infertility. It is therefore a very im-
portant condition to prevent or to 
find and treat early. 
A chlamydia test is available 
and treatment is by a course of an 
antibiotic called Doxycycline. 
Genital Herpes is caused by the 
Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV), the 
same virus that causes cold sores 
around the mouth. Painful shallow 
ulcers develop on the vulva in 
women and on the penis in men. 
A first episode of herpes is oft.en 
associat.cdwithafeverandachiness. 
Glands in the groin may become 
swollen and tender. The sores heal 
within about IO days, but because 
the virus lies donnant in nerve cells 
afterwards, it can recur. Recurrences 
are usually less troublesome than 
an initial attack and tend to become 
less frequent with time. Some 
people get very few or no recur-
rences. Treatment with a medica-
tion called acyclovir is now ~vail-
able ID shorten episodes and to 
suppress frequent attacks. 
Confidential STD testing and 
treatment is available at the Health 
Center. STDs can be prevented by 
responsible sexual behavior. Limit 
the num her of your sexual partners 
and always use a condom. 
Dr. W. Robertson trained in Gen-
eral Practice in London. She was -
Medical Director of Planned Par-
enthood of Tompkins County for 
eight years, before coming to the 
Hammond Health Center in Octo-
ber 1989. 
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Ithacan Inquirer 
By Tom Arundel 
Question: What is your favorite Spring activity in 
Ithaca? 
Larry Wolpe 
Speech Comm. '92 
Just hanging out with 
my f ricnds, playing ball 
and enjoying the 
weather. 
Margie Elson 
Politics '92 
Rowing and just 
hanging out on the 
quad. 
Keith Brown 
Mana~ement '92 
I like going to the park 
and throwing the 
-frisbee. 
'" . 
RUTGERS- NEW BRU.NSWICK 
Summer Session 1991 
• Academic enrichment 
• Certificate programs for 
career preparation 
• Intensive language study 
Plus more than 900 undergraduate and 
graduate courses in all major discipline~ 
For a c.11.1log L".111 1-800-111-RUTGERS 
THE STATEUNIVER$11VOFNEW JERSEY 
RUTGERS 
: _ . Camp,J~ ot New Brvnswld< 
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THE ITHACAN 3 
Fair lets students tneet elilployers Enacting 
environmental 
legislation 
Tips 
By Jennifer Thompson 
IthacaCollege'sfirstannualCa-
reer Fair is scheduled for Tuesday 
April 2. The eve_nt is sponsored by 
the Office of Career Planning. Ac-
cording toJuliaRojek, the employee 
relations coordinator, it is guaran-
teed to be an event wonh attending. 
Rojek said approximately thirty 
companies from New York state 
will be represented. 
Passing through the Emerson 
Suites students will be able to gain 
up to date infonnation on career 
options, meet professionals from a 
host of industries as well as make 
summer job and internship contacts, 
according to Rojek. 
Rojek said the fair can be espe-
cially helpful to freshmen and 
sophomore exploratory students. 
She said, "If they have no idea 
which direction to take, this will 
give them some sort of clue. It's 
much easier to sit down and talk to 
someone in the actual environment 
that you have an interest in." 
Rojek said the fair will represent 
a wide variety of career fields such 
as insurance, finance, accounting, 
healthcare and more. 
Representatives from such cor-
porations as the U.S. Secret Service, 
American Greetings Corp., Ameri-
can Community Cablevision and 
the Peace Corps will auend. 
"If they have no idea 
which direction to take, 
this will give them some 
sort of clue. It's much 
easier to sit down and 
talk to someone in the 
actual environment that 
you have an interest 
. ,, 
in. 
-Julia Rojek, employee 
relations coordinator 
The representatives will also be 
available for individualstudent 
counseling. 
By Diane MacEachern 
Several pieces of important 
environmental legislation are on 
the Congressional agenda this 
year. They include: 
--Automobile Fuel Efficiency 
for 
Planet 
Earth 
age treatment plants, as well as 
programs to control runoff that 
pollutes lakes, streams and riv-
ers. The CW A also protects 
wetlands. 
This year, the CW A is due to 
be amended. Likely to come 
under attack are the provisions 
that protect wetlands from de-
velopment, as well as the $2 
billion spent each year on con-
struction grants for clean-water 
projects. 
--Old-Growth Forests 
Control of Cayugan changes hands 
Sen.Richard Bryan (D-Nev .) 
has introduced S. J2 79, the 
CAFE bill (for CoipOrate Av-
erage Fuel Economy), requiring 
a 40 percent increase in fuel-
economy standards, boosting 
average fuel efficiency to 40 
miles per gallon by the year 
2001. 
Automobile manufacturers 
argue they can't make such fuel-
efficient cars in the large sizes 
Americans want And the Bush 
Administration favors domestic 
oil drilling and continued oil 
imports over energy conserva-
tion. 
The ancient forests of the Pa-
cific Northwest are the oldest 
living things on earth. Found 
principally in a corridor running 
from northern California to 
southeast Alaska, these forests_ 
contain the world's most diverse 
collection of giant evergreen: 
trees. One of the most spec.: 
tacular, the Douglas fir, can live 
as long as 1,200 years. 
By Amy Groden 
Beginning next September, The 
Cayugan will no longer be under 
the Office of Campus Activities. 
Last fall, the decision was made 
to place the yearbook under the 
auspices of the Park School of 
Communications with Paul Heaton 
as advisor. 
Paul Heaton became Ithaca 
College's firstfull-timemanagerof 
student publications in August. 
Heaton said he is enthusiastic about 
the move. 
c..- iroco llt<>ca 277-4766 
Dalv 10<>. ln It. Ftl. 10-9; 
Sat. 10-6: Sin 1-6 
=:~~~~~.l 
45 Minute FREE PARKING 
1n !he Center lthoco lot with \?Ill' 
purchase at Sounds Fine, we n validate 
your lickel! Convenient $hopping at 
sounds Fine. Just a few steps away from 
the lot and now n rlc ror me I 
According to Heaton, it's logi-
cal for the yearbook to be under the 
Park School of Communications. 
"The School of Communications 
will provide a good number of re-
sources for the book that have not 
been readily available before," he 
said. 
Heaton has several goals fornext 
year. He hopes to get the yearbook 
on Desktop Publishing. 
By focusing on underclassmen 
as well as seniors, he hopes to cre-
ate appeal for everyone. However, 
Heaton explained, staff members 
will have the final decision on any 
changes. 
Next year'sCayugan will be the 
centennial issue. "Now is a good 
time for people to get involved with 
the Cayugan staff," Heaton said. 
Selena Lee, Editor-in-Chief of 
The Cayugan, wasn't available for 
comment 
The Cayugan is released in the 
fall. Seniors are given the year-
books. Other students have the op-
portunity to purchase copies. 
Jvc· TOP HITS SONY WALKMAN ;::~N~L ::::0 
• Auto 
Reverse 
• Graphic 
Equalizer 
CXF-20 $4995 
Sug. Retail S79.95 
• REM 
• Horseflys 
• Great White 
• Queen 
• Sting 
• Peter Gabrial 
• Chicago 
• Coming Soon -
Rod Stewart 
$699 CASSETTE 
s 1199 COMPACT DISC 
•-~~~~ • Auto-l Reverse • Dolby • Mega-
WMAF-2085 Bass $8995 
Sug. Retail Sl 19.95 
--Arctic Wildlife Refuge 
With oil imports accounting 
for more than half the U.S. trade 
deficit, the Bush Administration 
and the U.S. oil industry are 
pushing to open environmen-
tally sensitive areas in Alaska's 
Arctic Refuge to oil drilling. 
Sens. William Roth (R-Del.) 
andMax.Baucus(D-Mont)and 
Rep. Horris Udall (D-Ariz.) 
have introduced companion 
pieces of legislation to protect 
the Arctic Wildlife Refuge from 
oil drilling. Sen. Bennett 
Johnston (D-La.) is introducing 
legislation to promote drilling 
in the refuge. 
--Clean Water Act 
TheCleanWaterAct(CWA) 
funds the construction of sew-
But today, only 2.3 million 
acres of old growth remain. Of 
that amoum, only 800,000 acres 
is protected. The rest is open to 
logging. Legislation to protect 
the ancient forests is being in- -
troduced in the House by Rep. 
Jim Jontz (D-lnd.). 
The Ancient Forest Protec-
tion Act would temporarily 
safeguard all unprotected ancient 
forests, pending an analysis by 
an independent panel of scien-
tists to detennine which forests 
deserve pennanent protection. 
Diane MacEachern, wrote the 
best seller, "Save Our Planet: 
750 Everyday Ways You. Can 
H~lp Clt!Olr'llp t"6£ardr.~-' • 
PIZZA! 
WINGS! 
SUBS! 
Only at Rogan's 
Always at Rogan's 
The Way You Want Them, 
When You Want Them. 
Medium Pizza 
with I topping and 2 16 oz. sodas 
Large Pizza 
with 1 topping and 2 16 oz. sodas 
Rock Bottom at Rogan's! 
2 Medium Pizzas 
with '8 16oz. sodas 
2 Large Pizzas 
with 4 16oz. sodas 
Tuesday, April 2nd 
in the 
Emers.on Suitesmm 
Campus Center 
from 
10:00a.m. = 4:00p.mo 
$14.95 
Large pizza 
2 16 OZo sodas 
24 wings 
$~ $~0 
~ 
You must mention this ad when ordering 
"Make the Call." 
o·pen to all Ithaca College students, f acuity and staff 
ROGAN'S CORNER 
273-6006 
Noon till 2:00 a.m. Fri.-Sat. Noon Ull 1:30 a.m. Sun.-Thurs. 
We gladly accept VISA and MASTERCARD 
We gladly accept our competitors' coupons on pizza 
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Fitness abounds at health fair Corrections In the March 21 issueofThe 
Continued from page 1 
program that assesses lifestyle fac-
tors like smoking and drinking in 
order to determine life expectancy. 
At the health care costs area, a 
computer generated, for example, 
the hospital costs for an appendec-
tomy. "The procedure would cost 
$3800, with the appendix already 
ruptured," said Melissa Clarke '91 
who staffed the table. 
The next area's computer fig-
ures in smoking, lifestyle trails that 
cause hypertension, and even the 
number of miles driven per year, 
which increases the risk of auto 
accidents. 
Resa G licksman '92, said of the 
program, "l'msuretherearepeople 
who don't want to do it because 
they don't want to know the results." 
Frank Micale, an instructor of ex-
ercise and sports science, said that 
smoking, cholesterol, and hyper-
tension are the most important 
factors negatively affecting the 
heart 
Only JOO feet away in Emerson 
Suite A, exercise physiologist and 
starofaerobic videos Troy Demond 
was aerobicizing with nearly 50 
women, some clad in tie-dies and 
boxer shorts, others in de rigueur 
spandex. 
"Squeeze. Breathe" Demond 
shouted. "There's a party going on 
at Ithaca College, and it's right 
here," he continued, pushing the 
aerobicizers on. Then he told ev-
eryone to find their heart rate. "Did 
you come down? Yes, that's the 
pointofinterval training. Let's raise 
it again," Demond said. 
Demond's routine called "Just 
Pump l.T ." employs interval train-
in~ -- "the newest shape-up sensa-
tion," according to last year's issue 
suspected of an eating disorder. Ithacan, the article entitled, 
"Ex-ROTC officer lectures on 
"Avoid mentioning food outright." discrimination against gays," 
At noon, Maurice Haltman, 
owner of the AGAPE Institute for incorrectly identified Jim 
Movement Studies in Ithaca, led an Holabaugh as a ROTC officer. 
Afro-Aerobics workout. The rous- Holobaugh was a ROTC 
cadet before he was disenrollcd ing workout consisted of clapping, 
chanting and dance movements _r_ro_m_th_e_p_ro_gram _ · ___ -' 
from western Africa A "djimbe" 
drum, indigenous to Senegal and 
resembling a bongo, provided the 
beaL Alison Kichar '93, said after 
attending the workout, "I had a good 
BEAM 
_ time. I really enjoyed it." 
Ithacan I Tom Arundel 
Troy Demond leads t.1e aerobics routine at a session Monday. 
of American Fitness. The maga-
zine defines interval training as 
"simply alternating high-intensity 
exercise with rest or light intensity 
active recovery periods." 
The workout lasted for an hour, 
and af tcrwards Michelle Cole an IC 
professional staff member and 
dancer who invited Demond to IC, 
said that "the group here represents 
a group across the campus." 
Dean of Health Sciences and 
Human Performance Richard C. 
Miller Jr., who played basketball 
and baseball at IC as an under-
graduate and did graduate work in 
exercise science, said: "This is the 
kind of program that does the stu-
dent body a lot of good--literally." 
On Tuesday, Susan Lukes spoke 
about eating disorders and diets. 
Lukes, a registered dietician from 
the SportsMedicine clinic in Bos-
ton, began her lecture by asking 
how to make an apple or pear look 
like a banana. a question no one 
could answer. "We're not all ba-
nanas. Most of us are apples or 
pears," she said, explaining that 
everyone is born with differing 
metabolic rates. 
Lukes warned off eating disor-
ders. "Eating disorders are addic-
tive, just like alcohol and drugs are 
addictive." Lukes suggested "love 
andcare"whenapproachingafriend 
The next day's events featured 
triathlete Jim MacLaren, who lost 
his left leg below the knee while 
riding a motorcycle. He was hit by 
bus that ran a red light MacLaren 
now holds the world record for 
amputees in the Ironman Triathlon 
and lectures business on success 
strategies. 
Macl..aren said, in a lecture in 
the Emerson Suites at noon, that 
"by making fitness a part of your 
life, you make disciplined choices 
in other aspects of life, as well." 
Maclaren cites getting into the Yale 
SchoolofDrama,despitethedoubts 
of others who didn't think he could 
gel in. 
Maclaren attributes his success 
to his "ABCD" plan: acceptance, 
belief, consistency, and discipline. 
He_ values acceptance the most: 
"I've accepted everything that hap-
pened to me. Accepting your vul-
nerabilities is a healing process." 
The remainder of Health 
Awareness Week's activities in-
clude a massage clinic at noon to-
day and a lecture about special edu-
cation and COA at 7:30.' The last 
aerobic workout, with the IC Intra-
mural Instructor Team, is at noon 
on Friday in the Emerson Suites. 
TRAVEL 
CENTER 
INC. 
TRAVEL IS OUR 
SPECIALTY 
BUT 
SERVICE IS OUR 
BUSINESS 
277-3133 
134 E. SENECA AT TIOGA ST. 
PUBLIC PARKING ACROSS FROM 
THIS OFFICE AT TIOGA ST. 
-~/+ ,..y·,,. .. 
PRESENTS A SPECIAL BONUS EDITION OF 
" 
" 
SENIOR HAPPY HOUR 
TONIGHT 
In honor of the Holiday weekend we've moved our entire night show 
to Thursday, March 28th So you won't miss a thing .... 
The party starts with SENIOR HAPPY HOUR tonight from 8-10. 
Buy a cup and get free refills 
... And don't forget regular Friday Senior Happy Hour 
COMM/NG ATTRACTIONS .... 
SENIOR COCKTAIL HOUR-APRIL 5th, 6-Bp.m. 
WINE-CHEESE~CHAMPAGNE -
Before the senior semi-formal 
ALSO 
FRIDAY, MAY 10, 1991 ~iR. CUSTOMER ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
215 E. Seneca St. Downtown. 
March 28, 1991 
THIE ITHACAN S 
announces 
an en ancement 
tot e 
• 
ee oan. 
Available to college students, faculty and staff* 
-- - Low· interest-rate 
Affordable payments 
Up to $8,000 per loan 
Quick approval 
Easy to apply 
No application fee 
To apply for an IBM PS/2" Loan for Learning, 
visit your campus outlet or call the Nellie Mae 
Loan Hotline at 1 (800) 634-9308. 
For an application, or questions, stop by Muller 102, 
or call the Educational Purchase Coordinator 
or an IBM Collegiate . Representative, 
Brett P. Cooper or Daniel J. Driscoll at 274-3030. 
' _.•I ~/';I ~; :: : - - I I 
Or to learn more about the exciting PS/2 line of 
computers stop by our IBM PS/2 Fair Every Tuesday in the 
Egbert Union, next to the Candy Shoppe. §~~· 
------
-·
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Video JDade for troops 
By Heather Lilja 
The War in the Gulf is over, but 
the soldiers who still remain in Saudi 
Arabia have not been forgotten by 
friends and family. 
On Saturday, March 23, Alpha 
Epsilon Rho (AERho) and Public 
Relations Student Society of 
America (PRSSA) at Ithaca College 
sponsored a supportive event at the 
Pyramid Mall. 
People were given the chance to 
videotape messages to be sent to 
the troops in Saudi Arabia. AERho 
President Michael Barclass said it 
was a chance to "show Ithaca cares • ., 
BarclasssaidthatAERhowanted 
to do this before the war ended, but 
the logistics didn't work out. 
The following incidents are among 
those reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office of Public Information, based solely 
on reports from the Office of Campus 
Safety. 
Anyone with any information regard-
ing these entries is encouraged to con-
tact the Office of Campus Safety. Unless 
otherwise specified, all reported inci-
dents remain under investigation. 
FRIDAY, MARCH 15-
THURSDAY, MARCH 21, 1991 
Friday, Uarch 15 
• A staff member reported damage had 
been caused to the staff member's ve-
hicle. Damage occurred sometime be-
tween 11 :30 p.m. on March 13and 6:45 
a.m. on March 14 while parked in the "F" 
pruking lot. Damage consisted of sev-
eral scratches on the. driver's side door 
of the vehicle. 
Monday, March 18 
• A student was referred for judicial 
action after being found in an intoxicated 
· condition in the· J" parking lot. Student's 
vehicle was also towed for being parked 
in a fire lane. 
• A student reported a theft from the 
student's room sometime between 
Mcll'Ch~ aw,March-17. Stolen from the 
Barclass said that it is not too late to 
show support for the troops. 
According to Stephanie Levin, 
president of PRSSA, this video-
tape is going to be part of a musical 
montage. 
This video will also include CNN 
war footage and scenes from local 
rallies, Levin said. The video will 
be sent to the Mayor's office, then 
to the White House, Pentagon, and 
finally Riyadh. 
According to AERho Secretary 
Sherilyn Cady, the response to this 
event was very good. The only 
problem she said were people who 
were camera shy. 
Cady also said that some people 
became very emotional, which may 
Ithacan/ Sharon Perks· 
AERho Secretary Sherilyn Cady tapes messages for troops. 
have prevented some from partici- intheGulfcongratulatedtheAERho 
paling. members, saying that it will mean a 
Adam Richman, a member of lot to the troops to see that people 
AERho, said one man who served to0k time out to show their support. 
Campus 
Safety Log 
student's vehicle while parked in the "M" 
parking lot Damage to a red Honda 
Civic believed to haw occurred some-
time this date consisted of a large dent in 
the left rear fender area. 
• A staff member reponed the stall 
member's vehicle being struck by an-
other vehicle while parked in the •p• 
parking lot Vehicle causing damage left 
the scene. 
unoccupiedroomwere$100incashand 
a watch valued at $200. Watch is de-
saibed as being a gold Benrus diamond 
quartz watch. 
• A student reported the theft of 13 VHS 
videotaped movies from a room in the 
New Residence Hall. Theft occurred 
sometime between March 6 and March 
17, while the room was unoccupied. 
Among the tapes stolen were Star Trek 
videos and other miscellaneous movies 
valued at approximately $300. 
Tuesday, March 19 
• Campus Safety and Ithaca Fire De-
partment responded to reported smoke 
in the NCR classroom area. A burned-
out motor in the air handler system 
caused the smoke. No fire had occurred. 
• Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
a fire alarm in Rowland Hall. Cause of 
the alarm was determined to be an acti-
vated smoke delectDr caused by bumed 
food in a kitchen area of that building. 
• Bangs AmbulanceandCampus Safety 
responded to the Main Entrance/Tennis 
Court area for a staff member who had 
fallen from scaffolding. Staff member 
was transported to Tompkins Commu-
nity Hospital Emergency Room for lreat-
ment 
• A student filed a report of being ha-
rassed by another student on campus. 
Student did not wish to pursue any 
charges at this time. 
Wednesday, March 20 
• Ithaca Police reported that two ve-
hicles had been broken into sometime 
during the evening of March 19 and this 
date while parked in Hudson Heights 
parking lot Both vehicles wera unlocked. 
Property stolen consisted of a Realistic 
stereo and two radar detectors. 
• A student filed a report regarding 
damage that had been caused to the 
a Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
a fire alarm in Rowland Hall. Cause of 
the alarm was determined to be an acti-
vated smoke detector. Cause of the ac-
tivation was unknown. 
Thursday, March 21 
aA student reported receiving a harass-
ing/annoying telephone call on the 
student's residence hall room telephone. 
a Ithaca Fire Department responded to 
a fire alarm in Clarke Han. Cause of the 
alarm was determined to be an activated 
smoke detector. No cause for activation 
was found. 
SAFETY TIP: 
When jogging please utirize sidewalks 
and running tracks rather than streets 
and roadways. If you must run in road-
ways, wearreflectivelbrightclolhing and 
a1ways run facing traffic. 
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Oracle Honor 
Society inducts 
new members 
By J. Porletto 
Since 1928, the Oracle Honor 
Society has been acknowledging 
outstanding academic achievement 
in IC students. On Thursday, March 
28, the top five percent of the fresh-
man class will be inducted into the 
Oracle Society. 
The ceremony will be held in 
ClarkeLoungeat8 p.m. Phi Kappa 
Phi will also be represented at the 
ceremony. Phi Kappa Phi will be 
recognizing the top sophomore 
student of each school. 
Vicki Cameron, a professor in 
the biology department, will be the 
guest speaker. 
Campus benefits grow 
for returning soldiers 
By College Pr~ Service 
A flurry of bills and regulations 
that will help soldiers returning from 
the Persian Gulf conflict go to col-
lege circulated through Washing-
ton in mid-March. 
On March 12, the House passed 
a bill that would increase college 
benefits under the GI Bill from $300 
to $400 a month, and would "en-
coµrage• campuses to offer soldiers 
a prorata reftmd or credits for tu-
ition paid before they had to leave 
school. 
The U.S. Dept. of Education, 
which oversees most federal col-
lege programs, a~ it will extend 
deferments on repaying student 
loans until March, 1992, for sol-
diers on active Persian Gulf duty. 
Privately, the Anheuser-Busch 
Brewing Co. announced a $1.2 
milllon scholarship fund for 
spo~ and children of soldiers 
killed during the war. 
APPLY 
YOD:RIELF 
Holy Week & Easter Services 
+ Applications are now available for editor in 
chief of The Ithacan. Any full-time student in 
good academic standing may apply. 
+ The Ithacan will be selecting two editors. One · 
will oversee the production of five summer 
issues. The other will work with the newspaper 
during the 1991-92 academic year. A student 
may apply to be editor for both time periods. 
+ Applications are available in The Ithacan 
office, Park Communications Room 269, or from 
the receptionist in Park Communications Room 
326. 
+ Applications should be returned to Room 326, 
and marked to the attention of Paul Heaton, 
Manager of Student Publications. 
+ Applicants will be interviewed by the Dean of 
the Park School of Communications, the · 
Manager of Student Publications and the current 
editor in chief. 
II! " 311 HI l i! 1!11 7 II & i!i! 7 r 1:111111111 r,1111111 ill' 
All Applications must be received by 5 p.m. 
· Monday, April 1, 1991. 
Contact Paul Heaton, Manager of Student Publications, 
at 274-1036, for more information. 
The Catholic Community 
of Ithaca College 
Holy Thursday Mass ... March 28 
!:30pm at Muller Chapel 
Good Friday ... March 29 
Ecumenical Service 12:05pm 
Catholic Service 3pm 
(Veneration of the Cross and Communion) 
Easter Services: 
Saturday, March 30 
Vigil Mass of Easter at 7:30pm at 
· Muller Chapel 
Easter Sunday Mass, March 31 
In the Emerson Suites - Campus Center 
- at 11:30am 
fill are Welcome 
ond Invited! 
'. I 
'-'--
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Dalai----- Asked by a monk who assisted si~ message was to lov~ your Recession causes increase in 
Continued from page 1 him whether China should be pun- neighbor and not to hann him. 
ishedforitsaggressionagainstTi- Joe Ba~ialian,_ a freshman at Dllfilher Of graduate applicatiOil§ 
The Dalai Lama, brought to bet, the Dalai Lama said, "As a Cornell, said he didn't know much 
Cornell as the 1991 Bartels World Buddhist I finnly believe in com- about the Dalai Lama's teachings By College Press Service 
Affairs Fellow, fonnally launched passion and non-violence. We re- but, he said, "I'm sure he ha,; a Gradschoolsaroundthecountry 
the YearofTibetinNorthAmerica specl the Chinese civilization," he message I might be interested in." rcportgettinganunusualnumberof 
as a celebration of the civilization continued, "and there's no point to In addition to his public address, applications for next fall. 
of his imperiled country. exclude the most populous nation the Dalai Lama's three day visit to People may be opting to go to 
Occupied since 1950 by China, from our prayers." Ithaca also included a visit to the grad school because the recession 
Tibet has experienced tremendous Many of those in attendance Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art has made it hard to get a job for the 
suffering as 1.2 million of its people came out of curiousity and interest, to bless a sand mandala created by time being, various cam pus officials 
have died since the takeover and all some more familiar'with the Dalai monks from the Namgyal Monas- speculate. "Anecdotally, there's 
religious practices have been out- Lama's teachings than others. tery. been a universal improvement in 
lawed. Jose Drost, 42, from Ithaca, was During his visit, the Dalai Lama. the number of applications," re-
Awarded the Nobel Peace Prize attracted to the Dalai Lama after also attended an academic lecture portcdPetcrSyversonoftheCouncil 
in 1989, the Dalai Lama promotes reading his book "A Policy of given to students of philosophy, of Graduate Schools, a national 
kindness and compassion through- Kindness." Asian studies, and religious studies association of graduate school deans 
out the world and for his people. Drost said the Dalai Lama's ba- at Cornell. based in Washington, D.C. Ai-r-------.............. ____ __,_,.,.;.;;;;.;.._,_.,,;;.;,;,;.;..;..;.;;..._;..;.;....;,;,;,;._______ though it's still too early for a final 
IC Biblical Viewpoint Presents: 
r···-························-~-·~ Did the great 
Jewish Prophets 
believe in 
Jesus 
as their Messiah? 
A~ illustrated lecture by a Jew who was 
persuaded by the great Jewish Prophets 
Tuesday, April 2, 7:30 p.m. in 
Williams (Science Building) 302 
count of applications, the number 
of people wanting to get into gradu-
ate school is up at the University of 
California-Los Angeles, Ohio State 
and Northeastern universities, and 
Boston and Bryn Mawr (Pa.) col-
leges, among others. 
The increase, according to Paul 
Isaac, associate dean of Ohio State's 
graduate school, is on top of a 16 
percent increase in applications in 
1989-90. In part, the increase re-
SERVING: 
Omelettes, Waffies 
Pancakes.Pizza.Subs 
Italian and American Food 
TheftOSEBUD 
Restaurant 
The Commons 272-5708 
fleets a trend in which enrollment at 
graduate schools has risen about 2 
percent annually since 1986, when 
the council began tracking enroll-
ment, Syverson said. But it's also 
the result of a troubled economy, he 
said. 
"The economic downturn does 
tend to bring people into graduate 
school," Syverson said. Those 
earning a bachelor's degree may 
decide to continue their studies in 
hopes that they'll be more employ-
able or that the economy will be 
better by the time they get a master's 
degree. 
"Where we once looked for a 
high school diploma, and then later 
a bachelor's degree, now we're 
looking at a master's degree," 
Syverson agreed. 
If nothing else, Syverson said, 
the increase in applications is an 
endorsemcntof thc quality of higher 
education. 
"The fact that students arc buy-
ing this product indicates it's a qual-
ity product," he said. 
Join The 
Ithacan news_ 
writing staff 
Contact Joe 
Porletto at The 
Ithacan office, 
Park 269, 
or .call,2l4;~Q7.~ -~-
GOING 
GQEEN 
1991-92 Elections for the 
Residence Hall Association 
Working with 
and for the 
Environment 
a panel presentation 
April 4th at 7 p.m. 
in Clark Lounge 
Sponsor~d by the Office of Career Planning and Placement 
Executive Board Positions 
have been announced 
Programmer 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
President 
Treasvurerr 
Community Relations 
Region Representative 
Anyone interested in running must attend 
the April 3rd R.H.A. meeting at 9: 15 p.m. 
in the North Meeting Room, Campus Center 
Job Descriptions are available in the R.H.A. Office, 
Student Activities, 3rd floor, Campus Center 
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OPINION 
Commission failed 
to institute reform 
in college sports 
After spending more than one year and $2 million, the Knight 
Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics furnished a 45-
pagc repon last week. The Commission, spearheaded by 14 college 
and unit.,~ity presidents (including our own, James J. Whalen), 
consulte<f 80 experts, including athletic administrators, coaches, 
student-athletes and leaders of professional leagues in their auempt to 
refonn college athletics. 
There is no doubt the Commission had good intentions in their 
pUTsuit to preserve the traditional idea of the student-athlete and 
refonn college spons, but this throng of pencil-pushing, power-
hungry presidents and administrators only arrived at the obvious 
realization that big time college athletics is infested with grave 
problems. 
First of all, the Commission's repon does not provide specific 
solutions to any evils found in ~ollege athletics, but ()nly proposes a 
"structUTe through which these issues can be addressed by the 
responsible administrators." But the repon also states that college and 
university presidents should have complete and total control over 
every aspect of their athletic depanments. This is an act that would, in 
fact, make the college and university presidents themselves the 
"responsible administrators." · 
Instead of talking vaguely about "responsible administrators" and 
what they shoulddo, the Commission should take a srand and get 
something accomplished that would benefit college athletics instead 
of wasting the Commission members· time, energy and money. 
Secondly, the Commission believes that student-athletes should be 
students first But by attempting to exercise as much control over the 
athletic depanment as they do over academic depanments, they are 
actually placing increased importance on athletic teams and their 
success. Who do these people think they are, George Steinbrenner 
clones? After all, the whole reason for the Commission was to reduce 
the emphasis on big-time athletics and show that education is more 
important to a student's future than athletic competition and success. 
With their increased involvement in the athletic happenings, the 
· .Pri:s~.~~~ \lr'.~!11<;1 ~ f~ed to split their time among different areas. 
~~d w1s .. .in tum, would divert their attention from whal they claim 
they are trying to accomplish: providing education for their students. 
The Commission also calls for colleges and universities to take 
control of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and 
their respective conferences. Presidents already have the potential to 
play an influential role in the NCAA (they each have a vote on the 
NCAA convention floor), they just don't make full use of that power. 
By controlling the conferences, tpe presidents would be cornering the 
market on cQllege athl~tics, acting as dictators. . _ _ 
If these administrators wanted so badly to be involved with-college 
athletics, they should have applied to be athletic directors, not 
presidents. Saving college athletics would take a miracle. Perhaps the 
Knight Commission members should leave athletics to those most 
qualified and auend to matters more relevant to their positions. 
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LETTERS 
Editorial supporting Gulf war was wrong 
To the editor: 
I am writing in response to 
Damon Linker's confused editorial 
in your March 7 issue. Headlined, 
.. End of war shows that protestors 
closed their eyes to the truth," the 
piece suggests that there was a 
"truth" available to the public before 
and during the war, and that proof 
positive for the war's justification 
is in its victorious ending by the 
allies. The editorial is oversimpli-
fied in some other distressing ways, 
and sounds far too much like other 
expressions of jingoism that have 
dominated media reportage of lhc 
Gulf crisis. 
In his editorial Mr. Linkenacitl y 
expresses remorse for his own ear-
lier opposition to the war, indicat-
ing that along with other protestors 
he once saw the conflict primarily 
in te,rms of the economic interests 
at $ta¥,e, · arid.' p)nsequcntl y' as. an 
unjuslifiable.intervention. Now that 
Iraq has been defeated, Mr. Linker 
seems willing to put aside his 
questions about W estem greed for 
Mideast oil, as we all should, ap-
parently: "How can anyone believe 
that we were only fighting for oil 
after seeing elated Kuwaitis kissing 
their allied liberators and danc;ing 
in the streets to celebrate freedom 
from seven months of military op-
pression?" Mr. Linker asks, over-
simplifyinghisargument to the level 
of TV emotionalism. 
I am also distressed by Mr. 
Linker's passive repetition of the 
government claim that victory in 
this war indicates that the Mideast 
region may have entered a promis-
ing new era. That the U.S. builds 
annsforpeace,sellsannsforpeace, 
does military research for peace, 
subsidizes foreign militaries for 
peace, and battles other nations for 
peace is a terrible paradox and 
highly suspicious as effective policy 
considering our record in the Mid-
east alone. 
Mr. Linker concludes that his 
lesson learned is "we must not 
simply cJose OUT eyes 10 the facts. 
For when we do, wecloseourminds 
to the truth as well." I want to know 
which facts Mr. Linker and his new 
allies have had access to, for I have 
found very few over the past few 
months that satisfy my questions 
about why this war was· fought., 
whom it was fought for, who has 
borne its destructive consequences, 
and what the U.S. policy in the 
Middle East really amounts to. 
Peace and stability have not as 
of this writing-been established in 
~ r~g_ion, <JDd,~e krww. little, very 
l,ittle about th~ continuing conse-
quences of the· war - ceasefire or 
not -- for the Iraqis, the Kuwaitis, 
and others in the Mideast. To pre-
sume as Mr. Linker does that the 
public is "splitting hairs" about 
government censorship of the press 
becausewecanseehowawfullraq's 
misinformation about the war has 
been is simply to choose the lesser 
oft wo evils rather than denouncing 
both.Itisakintosayingthatbecause 
Saddam Hussein is so horrible, any 
lesser horror is preferable, and so 
this war is justified -- especially, I 
would gather from the editorial, 
because most casualties were in-
flicted upon the Iraqis. 
How complacent Mr. Linker 
seems now that the fighting has 
stopped between the two military 
forces! How well he has been taken 
in along with his professional col-
leagues in the mainstream media by 
the antiseptic version of the war 
manufactured by the military es-
tablishment! 
Mr.Linkerseemstohaveignored 
the fact that the tyrant Saddam 
Hussein is only the latest, and 
probably not the last, in a series of 
Frankenstein monsters to turn 
against his creators. And what about 
the fact that a steady anns build-up 
at home and abroad and the willing-
ness to use military intervention 
has become the hallmark of U.S 
foreign policy during the Reagan-
Bushera?Orthefactthatourbloatcd 
military spending compromises all 
domestic social programs? Or the 
fact that U.S. military investment in 
Central America costs innocent 
Jives daily undercin:umstancesthat 
are at best very murky?_ 
. The fact that ii is· more com-
fonable to win war easily in the 
sandbox of the Gulf rather than to 
suffer shamefully in the jungles of 
Vietnam is all_too clear -- but docs 
this really encourage trust in the 
government's ability to wage a 
"just" war? Must we as a nation 
choose so regularly courses that 
lead to military confrontations? 
Yes, Mr. Linker, it's a great re-
lief that a ceasefire is in effect, and 
that the Kuwaitis are returning to 
their homeland, and that few U.S. 
lives were lost in the conflict. But I 
urge you and yoUT readers to con-
sider carefully which "facts" you 
are consuming, and how easily 
satisfied you might be by them. 
Peter Fortunato 
Writing Program 
Student Government informed on ROTC 
To the editor: 
I am writing in response to a 
statement made by Lisa Kaplan· in 
theMarch21editionofThelthacan 
in reference to the speaker Jim 
Holobaugh and his lecture on the 
Reserve Officer Training Corps 
(ROTC). Ms, Kaplan wasquotedas 
saying, "I w~ very disappointed 
that the Student Government Ex-
ecutive Board. as well as general 
Con~ Representatives Wfrre not 
here, because if they are going to be 
voting on this, they should be edu-
cated." 
Student Congre~ has been dis-
cussing ~e ROTC issue since the 
fall of 1990:The first objective of 
Student Congress was to understand 
the basic facts of this complicated 
issue. The Student Trustee and Vice 
President of Academics reponed to 
Student Congress about these facts 
in the fall. This was followed by a 
question and answer session with 
Dean Howard Erlich and Professor 
Paul McBride and members of the 
ROTC program. The next program 
was the Open Forum on the ROTC 
issue. Although there was not a 
large turnout by the student body al 
the ROTC Open Forum, many of 
the studenlS who auended were in-
v<,>lved with Student Congress. Fi-
nally, members of the Student 
Congress and .the Executive Board 
were educated about ROTC at the 
American Association of Univer-
sity Studcntsconference inSLLouis 
at the beginning of March. 
I am not claiming that ·student 
Congress knows everything it pos-
sibly can about ROTC issue. Con-
gress is continually being educated 
aboutROTC.Unfonunately,onlya 
few Congress Representatives were 
· able to attend the "Gay and Guilty" 
presentation. These few represen-
tatives can educate the rest of Stu-
dent Congress. 
A statement, such as the one 
made by Ms. Kaplan, does not help 
her cause, Student Congress, or the 
Ithaca College community. It only 
causesresentmentandanger, which 
does not educate anyone. 
Randy Zagorin 
West Tower Representative f'or 
Student Congress. 
Economics '94 
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Despite victory, U.S. must 
face human costs of the war 
To the editor: 
A few weeks ago I got a letter 
from my friend Michael in the First 
Marines Division. He was on the 
front line. He sounded like a strong, 
yet fearful and unhappy 21 year-
old: "I've been in Saudi Arabia for 
almost two months now. and the 
desert wasteland offers no comfon 
whatsoe.ver. The cold nights and 
very windy days add IO the stress of 
being over here ... rm grateful for 
each day of life. When things get 
really bad I just remember that at 
least I have thaL" 
The image of my friend Michael 
is not unlike that of most of the 
forcethatfoughtinthePersianGulf. 
We are so lucky that we came 
through with fewer than lOOdeaths. 
I have great pride in what my country 
stands for - justice and democracy. 
Howeyer, I have a very difficult 
time in seeing this war as a "deci-
sive victory." The families of the 
soldiers who do not come home 
will be forever changed. Yet, for 
many, the war is almost behind 
them. Although we must not forget 
the deaths of these people, I some-
how feel that these deaths wilJ soon 
become a statistic rather than hav-
ing meaning assigned to them. I 
fear this will not be our last war. In 
fact, now that it seems as though 
war can be fought so flawlessly, I 
fear that we will be less inhibited to 
use force once again. 
Y et,I am not addressing whether 
we were right to go into the war or 
not I am not writing IO condone or 
condcmnit Weshouldbereminded 
of the fact .'!lat people gave up their 
lives for this war, for violence. And 
that is a sad thing which reflects all 
of humanity. It is sad that this "New 
World Order" has begun with vio-
lence. Mankind must learn to man-
age its conflicts with each other 
through peaceful means before we 
destroy all of humanity and this 
earth that we live on. 
So while we celebrate the safe 
return of our soldiers I urge every-
one not to forget about the deaths of 
the people on both sides of this war 
who return in body bags and the 
pain that their families will suffer. I 
urge you not IO forget the pictures 
we saw of sea birds coated in oil 
gasping for their final breaths before 
dying. We must stop accrediting 
these catastrophic events of the war 
totheleadersofthewar(ie: Saddam 
Hussein). We must begin to see that 
an environmentally devastating oil 
slick in the gulf and burning oil 
fields are products of war itself. 
From a financial standpoint, 
money used to destroy could have 
been used to rebuild. Our country 
has many real domestic issues that 
eventually need addressing. Na-
tional debt, homeless, AIDS, the 
quality of education and the battle 
againstdrugsarejustafewofthem. 
Where are we going to find the 
money to solye these problems? 
We have a responsibility to question 
ourcountrybecausewearetheones 
who have to foot the bill for this war 
with both money and lives. 
Hopefully, someday, in our 
search for world peace, we will not 
have to resort to such violence. It is 
a shame we ended up doing so this 
time. If we are really lucky, there 
won't have to be another "next 
time." Let's hope there isn't It is 
upto us. 
Marc D. Richter 
Psych/Business '91 
Former editor praises paper 
and calls-for subscription 
To the editor: 
Congratulations to the entire staff 
of The Ithacan for producing a 
newspaperwith balanced reporting, 
news worthy stories and an easy-to-
read layout 
As a former Editor in Chief of 
The Ithacan (1985-86), it is obvi-
ous that a great deal of time and 
energy is being exercised by a dedi-
cated group of students. 
However, itis unfortunate to read 
in a recent issue that graduates are 
still unable to receive some fonn of 
subscription in the newspaper. 
Since the newspaper is in fact 
free, the most obvious way to dis-
tribute The Ithacan would be to 
charge the correct postage needed 
for mailing. Another idea would be 
for the alumni office to send it to 
graduates who make financial do-
nations to the college and want to 
receive it. 
Atanyrateit would beafantastic 
way to keep alumnus informed and 
involvedwiththeschool'sactivities. 
Again, IO the entire staff, con-
gratulations for a great job and an 
excellent publication. 
David M. Klein 
Economics/Mgnt. '86 
Model United Nations pays 
off in prizes and experience 
To the editor: 
I'd like to take this opportunity 
to recognize the efforts of the IC 
Model United Nations team which 
recently participated in the annual 
Harvard· National Model United 
Nations competition in Boston. 
Each year the Harvard Model 
· U.N. invites over 1800 students 
from nearly 150 colleges across the 
country IO its four-day conference. 
Every school's delegation repre-
sentsadifferentcountryinthe U.N., 
advocating that nation's diplomatic 
position within committees that 
rangefrom60toover120members. 
In the months leading up to the 
conference our 20 member delega-
tion researched the people, customs, 
hisiory_ and political policies of 
Braiil, trying to become as "Brazil-
ian"~ possible. Numerous hows 
were spent collecting information 
in lhe Olin library at Cornell, as 
well as attending presentations by 
resident experts of Brazilian and 
Latin American politics. 
Special mention goes to our ad-
visor Martin Brownstein, Professor 
of Politics, whose enthusiasm and 
devotion is the driving force behind 
the success of this program at IC. 
Professor Brownstein's encour-
agement and guidance combined 
with our preparation paid off 
handsomely as the team was 
awarded two full awards and three 
honorable mentions for Outstand-
ing Delegate on individual com-
mittees. 
I wish the returning members 
next year the best of luck and feel 
certain they will carry-on the tra-
dition of being the best prepared, 
most out-going and closest team of 
any at Harvard. 
Michael DeMasi 
TV-R '91 
The writer is a news reporter for 
The Ithacan. 
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Protest letter inspires spirited responses 
Professors take 
offense to student's 
rank on religion 
To the editor: 
We read John Adam Keegan's 
letter in The Ithacan on March 7 
with interest . He refers to "affiuent 
college students waving flags and 
singing 'God Bless America.' Those 
people are trivial." Later in his let-
ter, Mr. Keegan states his suppon 
for the troops and writes, "If I was 
fool enough IO believe in God, I 
would pray for them." 
We thought Mr. Keegan and 
other students might want w know 
that a group of Christian faculty 
meet regularly to pray for the troops 
and for students at Ithaca College, 
including those who supported the 
war, those who did not support the 
war, those· who agonized over the 
issues raised by the war, and those 
who ignored the war. We are not in 
agreement on all the issues related 
to the war, but as followers of Jesus 
Christ, we are convinced that there 
are no "trivial people." We believe 
that democracy, as well as Christi-
anity, rests on this bedrock principle. 
As Christians whose lives have 
been immeasurably enriched by 
knowing Jesus Christ, we are fully 
convinced of the efficacy of prayer. 
We are not put off by being called 
"fools"; we have been told to expect 
that (I Cor. 1, 19-25). As Jesus 
taught us not to look upon human 
beings with contempt (Matt 5, 21-
23),andaswearefullyawareofour 
own fallibility. we Christians do try 
very hard not to thinkofotherpeople 
as fools. 
We write not to evangelize, but 
to reassure those students who are 
"fool enough to believe in God" 
and who turn to God in prayer that 
they are not alone. 
Gail Hogan 
Asst. Pror or Marketing 
Garry L. Brodhead 
Assoc. Pror. or Music Theory 
Joseph Cheng 
As.we. Pror. or Finance 
Don E. Collins 
As.soc. Pror. or Accounting 
Robert Jenkins 
Pror. or Biology 
Harriet Marranca 
Asst. Pror. or Exercise and 
Sport Science 
John W. Murruy 
Wrestling Coach 
John Schwartz 
Assoc. Prof. or Physics 
Ronald Simpson 
Assoc. Pror. or Recreation and 
Leisure Studies 
Letter abused 
freedom of speech, 
attacked wrongly 
To the editor: 
I feel the need to respond to John 
Keegan's letter which appeared in 
this column in lhe March 7 edition. 
To use his own words against him, 
he does himself and his group 
(Students For Peace in the Middle 
East) a huge disservice by making 
inane, irrational and unfounded 
assumptions about Kelly McGuirk 
and the so-called "self-righteous 
flag-wavers." 
Keegan claimed that McGuirk 
was extremely rude to assume lhe 
protesters might deface the flag. 
Given the sensationalist nature of 
the "die-in" and all of the contro-
versy regarding the right to bum the 
flag, I feel this fear was justified. 
Keegan resented the assumptions, 
but he made a few unjustified as-
sumptions of his own. 
He trivialized the organization, 
Students Supporting Action in the 
Gulf (SSGA) as a "bunch of afflu-
ent college students waving flags 
and singing." First, to address the 
label "affluent" Both the SSAG 
president and vice-president hold 
several on-campus jobs to make 
ends meet If it weren't for schol-
arships, grants, loans, and me 
working my butt off year round, I 
wouldn't be here, either. At every 
SSAG meeting I attended, I never 
saw an example of the affluence 
Keegan speaks of. No Gucci hand-
bags or cashmere sweaters, no ex-
cess of gold jewelry or expensive 
leather. What I did see was a seem-
ingly middle-class group interested 
in protecting their freedom and 
American pride. 
As far as taking action, Mary 
Chuhran's letter to the editor on 
March 7 explained that the SSAG 's 
T-shirt sale was done to offer fi-
nancial support to the families of 
lhe brave men. and ·women' over 
there. In addition to helping those 
people, the group offers a much-
needed se.cond voice to this campus. 
Sounds like public service IO me. 
I think it's sad that Keegan 
needed to resort to cliches in de-
scribing the "flag wavers". He took 
the easy way out It would be very 
easy for me to say the Students For 
Peacearejustjumpingonthetrendy 
protest bandwagon, singing their 
Beatles songs and getting dressed 
up in the latest anti-establishment 
garb. It would bevery easy to say 
that they are simply trying to make 
up for the Woodstock era they were 
born loo late to have been a part of. 
ThedifferencebetweenKeeganand 
myself is that I realize generaliza-
tions of this sort do not apply to the 
situation al all. 
His choice of the tenn "self-
righteous" is quite the double 
standard. For isn't it self-righteous 
to claim the right of free expression 
to bum the flag (had they wanted 
to) - yet suppress McGuirk's same 
right to express her concerns? lsn 't 
it self-righteous to hide behind the 
freedoms this country affords us, 
and not be willing to offer the de-
fenders of those freedoms support 
in a time of crisis? Why are some 
given the right to express their 
dislike for the policies of this 
country, and those who support 
those policies expected to suppress 
their dislike for the offensive ac-
tions of the protesters? 
I am writing, not as a member of 
SSAG, but as an American who is 
sick and tired of the double-stan-
dard embedded in the First 
Amendment. And ifl were to bump 
into John Keegan today, I wouldn't 
tell him to get out of my face. I'd 
rise above him and tell him to have 
a nice day, and to enjoy his freedom 
- freedom thatourbraveservicemen 
and women risk their lives to pro-
tect 
David J Vosgerichian 
TV-R '92 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday 
March 28 
Exhibit by David Holt, Park School 
Photography Gallery, Park School 
of Communications. 
The Handwerker Gallery pre-
sents The Afghan Folio: Photo-
graphs by Luke Powell, Gannett 
Center. 
Catholic Community Holy 
Thursday Mass, Muller Chapel, 
7:30p.m. 
Protestant Community Maundy 
Thursday Tenebrae Service, 
Muller Chapel, 9 p.m. 
NYSF A Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 9 a.m. - 1 
p.m. 
School or Health and Sciences & 
Human Performances presenl'i 
Health Fair, Emerson Suites, 
Campus Center,10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
mintonTournament,Recreational 
SportsOffice,Room, 102Hil1Cen-
ter, by 5 p.m. 
Hillel Shabbat Service, Muller 
Chapel Sanctuary, 6 p.m., followed 
by Shabbat Dinner, Terrace Dining 
Hall, 7:15 p.m. 
Student Activites Board Films 
preserJt Goodfellas, l 02 Textor 
hall, 7& 9:30 p.m. 
African-Latino Society Carib-
bean Weekend Discussion, Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center, 8:30-10 
p.m. 
Saturday 
March 30 
Passover 
Second Passover Seder, New Hall 
Kitchen 
Women's and Men's Indoor/ 
Outdoor Track and Field at 
USMA 
Interfaith Maditation, Muller Women's Softball at Trenton (2), 
Chapel Sanctuary, noon. noon 
Faulty Colloquim Series, DeMoue Varsity Baseball at Montclair, 1 
Room, Campus Center, noon. p.m. 
American Marketing Association Men's Lacrosse at Cortland, 1 
Executive Board Meeting, 
DcMotte Meeting Room, Campus p.m. 
Center, noon - I p.m. · Women's Varsity Lacrosse at 
English Club Officers Meeting, Lock Haven, 1 p.m) 
Friends 202, 12:05 p.m. Student Activites Board Films 
Womens Issues Speaker, Friends present Goodfellas, 102 Textor 
209, 12: 15 - I: 10 p.m. Hall, 7 & 9:3o p.m. 
Men's Varsity Tennis vs. 
Hamilt~,..~p-_m._(H) 
Catholic Community Holy Sat-
urday Vigil Mass ofF.aster, Muller 
Chapel, 7:30p.m. 
Women's Varsitv Lacrosse vs. 
Bloomsburg (2), 3:30 p.m. (H) lnternationalClubSemi-Formal, 
Emerson Suites A&B, Campus 
Judicial Affairs Akohol Educa- Center. 8 p.m. - midnight 
tion Seminar, South meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 7 - 9 p.m. African LatinoSocietyCarribean Dance, Coffehouse, Campus Cen-
Dayspring Meeting, Laub Room, ter, IO p.m. 
Muller Chapel, 7 p.m. 
Politics Club Weekly Meeting, 
Friends 304, 7 p.m. 
SAB Speakers presentsDaughters 
of the Revolution, Emerson Suites, 
Campus Center, 8 p.m. 
Oracle Society Induction, 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center, 8 p.m. 
Sunday 
March 31 
Easter Sunday 
Passover 
Easter Sunrise Service, Protes-
tant Community and local 
churches, Taughannock Farms, 
Habitat for Humanity Meeting, 6:30 am. 
Philips Room, Muller Chapel, 8 Catholic Community Easter 
p.m. Sunday Mass, Emerson Suites, 
Womens Issues Lecture, Confer- Campus Center, 11:30 a.m. 
enceRoom,CampusCenter,Sp.m. Women's Varsity Crew vs. 
Trombone Choirs Ithaca College, 
Eastman, Penn State University, 
Ithaca Public Schools, and Ithaca 
College Alumni, Ford Hall Audi-
torium, 8: 15p.m. 
Friday 
March 29 
Syracuse, 11 a.m. (H) 
Student Activites Board Films 
presents Johnny Dangerously, 
102 Textor hall, 2, 7 & 9 p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campus Center, 6 p.m. 
African-Latino "Taste of Carib-
bean Food" ALS room in West Good Friday (Classes in session) Tower, 6 p.m. 
First Passover Seder, New Hall 
Kitchen GALA Weekly Meeting, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 7 
Catholic Community Good Fri- p.m. 
day Services, Muller Chapel, noon Kappa Gamma Psi Meeting, 3rd 
and 3 p.m. floor lounge, Terrace 12A, 6 p.m. 
Campus Center Meeting, South 
MeetingRoom,CampusCenter,2-
3 p.m. 
Varsity Baseball at William 
Paterson, 3 p.m. (A) 
Monday 
April 1 
Passover 
Women's Softball at Montclair Varsity Baseball vs. Mansfield, 3 
(2), 4 p.m. {A) (H) p.m. 
Entries due for Intramural Bad- Men's Varsity Tennis at 
Hartwick, 3 p.m. 
Organizational Meeting for In-
tramural Soccer, P-5 Hill Center, 
6p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
Meeting, Laub Room, Muler 
Chapel, 7 p.m. 
Kuumba Fashion Show Dress 
Rehearsal, Emerson Suites, Cam-
pus Center, 7:30 p.m. 
Ithaca College Environmental 
Society Meeting, Clark Lounge, 
Campus Center, 8 - IO p.m. 
Student Government Executive 
Board Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campus Center, 8 - 11 p.m. 
BureauofConcertsStaflMeeting, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 8:15 - 9:30p.m. 
Guest Recital, Marimolin, Ma-
rimba and Violin, Ford Hall Au-
ditorium, 8: 15 p.m. 
Tuesday 
April 2 
~over 
Advance Registration for Fall 
1991 
Career Planning and Placement 
presents Career fair, Emerson 
Suites, IO am. - 4 p.m. 
Interfaith Yoga, Muller Chapel 
Sanctuary, noon. 
Master Class, Marimolin, Per-
cussion, I.R.R., noon and 4 p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
Executive Board Meeting, Con-
ference Room, Campus Center, 
noon- I p.m. 
Student Activites Board Meetiµg, 
Nonh Meeting Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, noon - 1:15 p.m. 
Wednesday 
April 3 
Passover 
Advance Registration for Fall 
1991 
Women and Men's Indoor/Out-
door Track and Field at 
Binghamton with Wilkes 
Varsity Baeball vs. Hobart (2), 1 
p.m.(H) 
Men's Varsity Tennis at Roches-
ter Institute ofTechnology, 3 p.m. 
Women's Softball At Scranton 
{2)3p.m. 
For more information contact 
Charles Young,274-3591 or Dave 
Weil, 274-3098 or stop by Muller 
102. 
Communications 
Announcement 
Doing it! Making all the right 
moves in Advertising. The Ithaca 
College American Advertising 
Federation is registering students 
for the 1st Annual Advertising 
Conference. The conference is 
scheduled for April 20 from 8:30 
- 4 p.m. For more infonnation call 
256-9365. 
Around Town Campus Activites Meeting, Con-
ference Room, Campus Center, 2 
p.m. The Women's Community Building and Ithaca Rape Crisis 
Career Planning and Placement sponsor "Defence and Assault 
Resume Writing Workshop, Prevention for Older Women .. 
DeMmte Room, Campus Center, 3 April I - 2, Women's Community 
- 4 p.m. Building, 10:30 am. - noon. For 
M , La H b rt 4 more infonnation and registration (ffjn s crossevs. o a ' p.m .. call 272-1247. 
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Support 
Group, Residential Life Office, 4 -
5 p.m. For more information call 
272-3141. 
Organizational Meeting for In-
tramural Four Person Sand Vol-
leyball, P-5 Hill Center, 6 p.m. 
Community Service Network 
Committee Meeting, Friends 302, 
6:45-8 p.m. 
Women Direct Present Speaker 
Janis Kelly, Parle 211, 7 p.m. 
American Association Meeting, 
OadcLounge, Campus Center, 7:30 
p.m. 
CONTACT Weekly Meeting 
Newspaper Meeting, N 107, 
Smiddy Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
Media Campaign Meeting, 
Tompkins Co. Alliance for Peace 
intheMiddleEast,Sp.m.205 Hook 
Place. 
Cayuga Chimes 2nd annual 
Spaghetti Dinner. Tickets $6 
adults, $3.50 children. Fri. April 
12, SL John's Church Parish Hall, 
210 N. Cayuga St. 5 - 7 p.m. 
Ithaca Rape Crisis and the 
TompkinsCountyTaskForcefor 
Battered Women are looking for 
men and women to take part in 
their new theater outreach project 
RAVE(Rape,AbuseandViolence 
Education) Review. For more in-
formation call 277-3203. 
Lecture/Demonstration, Student Activites Board Special 
MarimoUn, Composition, I.R.R., · Events M.eeting, Conference 
Recreation and Historic Preser-
vation Region statewide qualify-
ing procedures for lifeguards, 
Saturday, April 6, Watkins Glen 
High School, 11 a.m. 
1 p.m. Room, Campus Center, 8 p.m. Planned ParentboodofTompkins 
County presents "Love, Laugh-
terandTbe PursuitofHappin~" 
A weekend retreat for couples. 
Fri. More infonnation call 273-
1526. 
Varsity Baseball vs. Cortland, Theater Arts Department pre-
3:30 p.m. (H) sents Die Fledermaus. Hoerner 
Women's Varsity Lacrosse at Theater, Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
East Stroudsburg, 3:30 p.m. Friends or Isreal Forum, Pub/ 
Hood Hall Council Meeting, Coffeehouse, Campus Center, 8 
Conference Room, Campus Center, p.m. Literacy Volunteers or Tomkins County will hold it's fourth an-
nual Readathon fund-raiser., 
April 1 • 13. Anyone ·interested in 
participating call 277-6442. 
4 p.m. Faculty RecitallthacaBrass, Ford 
Hall Auditorium Inter-Fraternity Council Meet-
ing, Terrace I Lounge, 6:30 p.m. A CS 
H.E.L.P. Meeting, Conference 
Room, Campus Center 7-p.m. Announcements Internship· 
Pr~gram Financial Management As.wcia-
tion Speakers/Meeting, Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center, 7:30 - 9 
p.m. 
Kuumba Repertory Theater 
Fashion Show Dress Rehearsal, 
Emerson Suites Campus Center, 
7:30p.m. 
Theater Arts Department pre-
sents Die Fledermaus, Hoerner 
Theater, Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
People for the Understanding or 
Women's Issues Meeting, Con-
ference Room, Campus Center, 8 
p.m. 
Student Government Congress 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 8 p.m. - midnight 
Oracle Society Ice Cream Social, 
Coffeehouse, Campus Center. 8: 15 
p.m. 
Faculty Chamber Music Series 
presenl'ilhaca Wind Quintet.Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Cl ACS is now hiring Computer 
Consultants for Fall 1991 semes-
ter. Interested students should have 
experience working with one or 
more of the following: IBM, 
Macintosh, Sun or VAX computer 
systems. 
Cl Applications available from 
the ACS receptionist in Muller 
102. Applications due Fri. March 
29, 5 p.m. Interviews take place 
April 2 - 3, 1 - 4 p.m. 
National Association or Latino 
Elected and Appointed Officials 
is beginning it's nation-wide 
search for qualified Hispanic 
college students to participate in 
an intensive five week public 
policy internship. Application and 
program information obtained from 
NALEO 708 G Street, S.E., Wash-
ington, D.C. 2003 202-546-2536. 
Application deadline May IO. 
APPLY Y~URSELF 
Applications for Ithacan summer staff 
positions are ·now available in 
The Ithacan office, 269 Park. 
Positions open in all areas of the paper: 
reporting 
photography 
advertising sales 
layout design 
Appllcatlons must be submitted toThe Ithacan office 
bys p.m. Monday, April 8, 1991 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT 
Rap concert 
suffers low_ 
attendance 
By Cara Kleinhaut 
When the Bureau of Concens arranged to 
have rap artists Run D.M.C. and EPMD per-
fonn in the Ben Light Gynamsium on Sun-
day, March 24, they may not have been 
prepared for poor attendance by Ithaca Col-
lege students. 
Concerts in the Ben Light gymnasium 
us!131ly pack about three thousand people, 
usmgallfourgyms.However,theRun-DMC 
and EPMD show sold 592 tickets out of 
2500. 
Some students wondered why rap artists 
were scheduled toperfonn when the majority 
of previous successful concens had been 
rock-oriented. 
According lO Dave Demer, Facilities Co-
ordinator for BOC, "We had never done a rap 
concert. We'vealwaysdonestraightforward 
rock and roll. We thought. let's do it Let's 
give it a shot" Demer also said that "Right 
now the concert business is very slow. With 
a recession, many acts don't want to go out 
because no one is buying tickets." 
In addition lO the recession, Demer said 
there are certain time constraints which BOC 
must work with. Lacrosse and Basketball 
games, which also use theBen Light Gym-
nasium, leave BOC with "about lhree or four 
See "BOC," page 13 
Run D.M.C. 
runs ... and falls 
! RE-VIEW I 
By Adam Riemer 
Late, loud and obnoxious. Those three 
wordsbestdescribetherapgroupRunD.M.C. 
and their show with EPMD Sunday night at 
the Ben Light Gymnasium. The group defi-
nitely came "Back from Hell." 
Both groups were supposed to get to IC ar 
· 3 p.m. for their soundchccks: As 6 p.m. came 
around, and there was no word from Run 
D.M.C., the question was no longer when 
will they arrive but will they arrive. 
Although Run D.M.C. hadn't appeared, 
the membersofEPMD arrived and performed 
their sound check at 4:30 p.m. 
The name EPMD stands for "Erick and 
Parrish Making Dollars" and it seems that 
making money is very important to them. 
Their first album. called Strictly Business, 
sold enough copies to tum gold in only three 
weeks. Their third and most recent album, 
Business as Usual, represents their strong 
desires for money and women. 
The doors were supposed to open at 7 p.m. 
butbecauseoftheconfusionthedoorsweren't 
opened until 7:40 p.m. 
At 8:35 p.m. the house lights went down 
and the purple stage lights went on. Ellen 
Rake of the Bureau of Concens walked on 
See "Run," page 13 
Reliving bold 060s 
fashion in the 090s 
By Melis.sa Klish 
If one word could describe the 
turbulent era of American history 
characteristic of the late '60s and early 
'70s, it would likely be rebellion. This 
period of time witnessed a lifetime of 
change and turmoil that included the civil 
rights movement, the growth of the anti-war 
and youth movements and the heyday of 
psychedelic rock music. These wild and vola-
tile years, when viewed in comparison with the 
conservatism of the 1950's, at times seemed 
almost hedonistic. 
Perhaps nothing was more symbolic of 
the youthful rebellion of this time than the 
fashions characteristic of this period. Clothing 
became a valuable weapon against the estab-
lishment, the radical dress illustrated the 
student's opposition to the conservative view-
point prevailing in government at the time. 
More often than not these fashions came from 
the streets. Theimponantdesignersofthistime 
were ·not the elite Paris courtiers, but designers 
such as Mary Quant and Rudy Gemreich, 
. . . whose styles were interpretations of what was 
Pucci Print Chemise being worn on the streets of Lon-
don and in the United States. 
The '60s and '70s witnessed distinct styles of dress in 
each decade. The chic rebel of the sixties was barefoot, 
attired in gypsy-like dress, tye-dyedclothing and denim 
adorned with flowers. 
The '70s combined many elements of '60s dress with 
more exaggerated and exotic styles. However, bell-
bouoms, pointy collars, vinyl boois, micro-minis and 
platform shoes were simply too revolutionary to last, 
and the styles disappeared from the fashion scene. 
It is ironic to note that the '90s is witnessing a retro-
revival of '60s and '70s chic on city streets, cam-
puses, in music videos and of coursc ... on the run-
ways. 
There are a number of reasons why lhese 
styles are resurfacing after twenty years. For 
one, lhe "dress for success" and yuppie attire of 
the materialistic and conservative '80s is being 
de-emphasized. With a new decade upon us. 
there is more consciousness among consum-
ers, and more consciousness over such factors 
as the environment 
For example, fur coats arc now socially taboo in 
many cities due tolhe animal rights movement 
The age of the Reagan Administration also wit-
nessed few innovative fashion trends; the '80s 
were an age of conformity. This is why many 
designers are applauding the "hippie" and 
ity." 
This rebirth of '60s and '70s attitude is not being 
confined lo the fashion world either; virtually all aspects 
of popular culture is selecting it as well. MTV is perhaps 
the most obvious example, where numerous groups are 
using retro-sty le to distinguish and market themselves. A 
notable group is Dee-lite, whose music is based in disco 
yet incorporates elements of house and hip-hop. The 
group's lead singer, Lady Miss Kier, is the epitome of the 
fashion revival in her platform shoes and Pucci prints. 
Psychedelic influence can also bewitn~ in the rap music 
and attire of De La Soul, the Afros, the Family Stand and 
C & C Music Factory. As well, aside from taking a road 
trip to the trendy boutiques of New York City's east vil-
lage, the new styles can be seen on Club MTV. Velvet 
panne leggings, micro mini-skirts and thigh high vinyl 
boots, hot pants, pop-art prints and other revived trends 
are prevalent here. The film industry is also likely to 
encourage the new trends with the release of the long-
awaited Oliver Stone film, The Doors. 
The spring lines were contradictory in some aspects. 
Although there was a heavy emphasis on the sixties and 
seventies inspired looks, some designers focused on a more 
classic and elegant look. Thierry Mugler incorporated the 
bell-bottom into his collection, Claude Montana re-in-
troduced the A-line and baby doll dresses, Isaia featured 
models with afro-wigs and hot pants. At the same time, 
the evcningwear and formal collections of many de-
signers was reminiscent of Hollywood starlets of the 
1930s and '40s, as evidenced by Valentino and Chris-
tian Lacroix' s collections. 
The very radical revivals will only be in evidence 
inmajorcitiessuchasNewYork.an~.LosA~gel~s .. _ . 
forlhemostpart.yetsomeaspectsareinuchmortf··" ... ' 
likely to be assimilated into mainsirea.m aress. 
Velvet _will be incorporated into many styles, 
and leggings especially could be worn with more 
classic pieces, such as blazers. Pucci prints and 
psychedelic colors will be seen in mini-skins, leg-
gings, tights and baby doll dresses. Aowerdesigns will 
be on everything; denim, earrings, purses, belts, tops 
and skirts-giving rise to a new generation of flower 
children. 
Make-up is also reflecting mod-inspired looks. 
Heavy eyeliner and pale cheeks is being worn with 
Brigitte Bardothairstyles. Hair is being swept back 
in large headbands as well. The '60s and '70s 
fa<;hion revival will not last forever, yet there 
arc many pieces destined to become classics, 
and worth investing in.Caution should be 
used , one retro piece and accessory per 
outfit is usually adequate ( such as pairing 
Pucci print leggings, a matching 
headband and a solid color sweater). 
Other than that, there arc no rules. 
The best characteristic of these 
styles is that you can be as psyche-
delic as you dare to be. 
Illustrations by 
Melinda Klish 
"disco" inspired looks taking the industry by storm, 
for more than anything, these styles connotate in-
dividuality. In the March issue of Elle magazine, 
designer Issac Mizrahi made this point while com-
menting about '70s dress. "The look was so up in the 
air, up to personal style. The way people did their 
make-up, hair, clothes is how they expressed them-
selves, rather than designers saying, this is the way 
you should look. American style is about individual- Retro bell-bottoms crop-lop withfrared sleeves 
'Cousin Brucie' revitalizes human radio 
By Erik Bogart 
Legendary radio personality Bruce 
"Cousin Brucie" Morrow spoke on campus 
Monday, March 25 about "Broadcasting: 
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow." 
Morrow, one of the pioneers of modem 
radio, shared his experiences asa broadcaster 
and offered observations on the status of 
radio, expressing concern that radio, for 
corporate and technological reasons, has been 
progressively dehumanized. 
A native of Brooklyn, Morrow attended 
New York University and was offered a job 
at New York's WINS Radio - his first big 
break. 
In 1961, he was hired by W ABC in New 
York and soon became the hottest disc jockey 
of the era. Al its peak, W A':3C could be heard 
in 40 states, thanks to the phenomenon of 
signalskip,in which AM radio waves bounce 
off the ionosphere at night and reflect back 
to earth over a wide area. "Cousin Brucie" 
became a national sensation. 
"Cousin Brucie" reflected on his career 
and offered insight into the condition of 
radio broadcasting today. 
One night early in his radio career, Mor-
row recalls he had an unusual visitor to the 
studio where he worked. It was a little old 
lady who queried whether all people are 
related. "Yes, I believe we are," he re-
sponded. "Cousin," the old lady said, "could 
you lend me SO cents to get home?" 
Later that night, as he was going on the 
air, he remembered the conversation, spon-
taneously giving birth to his on-air persona, 
.!.------ ------------- -- . - - ~ - - - - - -
"Cousin Brucie." 
"Cousin" is certainly an appropriate nick-
name for Bruce Morrow, who was probably 
the first disc jockey to treat his audience like 
pan of a family. His style is a natural for 
radio, which, he says, is probably the most 
intimate of all media. 
Butas radio evolved into a major industry, 
technology advanced and profit became the 
prime motivation. The human approach was 
deemed somewhat obsolete, and Morrow 
became more and more disenchanted. 
"In the '50s and '60s, it was the radio 
business. Today, we arc in the business of 
radio," he explained. "There is a subtle dif-
ference." Morrow adds, .. We've become 
profit setters. What we have to do now is put 
the fun back, and rehumanize radio," which 
he said has become too "high tech." He was 
never pleased with automation and comput-
ers in radio, a trend that began in the 1970s. 
"I do not believe in using computers for 
programming a radio station," he says, add-
ing that the prime motive for automation is 
greed on the pan of station management. 
"It's very easy [for a station owner] not to 
want to pay somebody to go on the air." 
He also abhors dependence on satellite 
broadcasting as cold and imperson;1 I, which 
conflicts with the intimacy that radio should 
provide. 
Morrow is quite vociferous about his 
feelings toward "shock radio," a format that 
has become more popular in recent years. He 
considers shock programming to be a dis 
See "DJ.," page 15 
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Oscars fail to give credit 
tto some who deserve it 
By Joel Fenster 
As Kevin Costner put it, "It will 
be a night I will never forget." Nei-
ther will anyone else. Monday night 
Costner's Dances With Wolves 
walked away with seven Oscars --
two of which it did not deserve, 
Best Director and Best Picture. 
Don't get me wrong, Dances 
With Wolves is a very good film and 
an impressive one to start off a 
directing career with. However, 
there were two movies nominated 
that were better; Good.fellas and The 
Godfather Part III. 
A third, Reversal OJ Fortune, 
wasn't even nominated It would 
have been nice to sec the third in-
stallment of The Godfather win if 
only so it could stand with its prede-
cessors, but the better film was 
definitelyGoodfellas. ltdidn 'tdrag 
at any point, as Dances did in sev-
eral. 
Costner's directing Oscar is even 
more strange. Not only is this his 
first film, but he had some truly 
heavy competition. Coppola's al-
ready won before, and Stephen 
Frears (The Grifters) has been 
nominated before, but it's Martin 
Scorsese who has been nominated 
twice, andnever won, butshould 
have. 
Scorsese is without a doubt one 
of the best modem American direc-
tors, yet he has been constantly 
ignored by the Academy -- even 
when he's been lauded by New 
York and Los Angeles film critics. 
And where was Penny Marshall? 
She has already proven herself as a 
consistently gooddirector. Why was 
she not nominated for Awakenings, 
I REVIEW I 
which is obviously her best work 
yet? Costner's work was impres-
sive, but there is a good possibility 
that it was a fluke. He needs to 
prove himself before winning such 
a prestigious award. 
Dances With Wolves also won 
Best Adapted Screenplay, Best 
Cinematography, Best Film Edit-
ing, Best Musical Score, and Best 
Sound -- all of which the film did 
deserve. 
Jeremy Irons had almost no 
competition in the Best Actor race. 
The only person who came close to 
the power of Irons' portrayal of 
Klaus Von Bulow in Reversal Of 
Fortune was Al Pacino in The 
Godfather Part /II and he wasn't 
even nominated. Pacino is a great 
actor who has been passed up be-
fore. 
Luckily, Irons did win, espe-
cially since he wasn't nominated 
for Dead Ringers two years ago. He 
thanked David Cronenberg, the di-
rector of that film, in his acceptance 
speech. 
The other acting categories all 
had close races and it really didn't 
matter who would win ( exceptJ ulia 
Roberts for Best Actress). Kathy 
Bates won Best Actress for Misery 
and publicly apologized to James 
Caan for busting his ankles. 
Joe Pesci won the only award for 
Goodfellas with his Supporting 
Actor Oscar. Whoopi Goldberg 
was finally recognized for her work. 
She won Supporting Actress for 
Ghost after losing five years ago for 
The Color Purple. 
Dick Tracy won the three awards 
it had no competition for; Art Di-
rection/Set Design, Makeup, and 
Song. 
The Oscar ceremony itself was 
uneventful. Billy Crystal proved a<; 
funny as he was last year and the 
dance numbers were just as cheesy 
(although not as bad as a few years 
ago). 
There are a number of films now 
out on video that were all but for-
goue:1 at Oscar time since they came 
outearlierintheyear.MichaelCaine 
is hysterical in A Shock To The Sys-
tem. 
Robert Duvall and Faye 
Dunaway give good supporting 
perfonnances in The Handmaid's 
Tale. For other strong supporting 
performances look for Paul 
Winfield, Raul Julia, and Bonnie 
Bedclia in Presumed Innocent, Jeff 
Fahey in Clint Eastwood's White 
Hunter, Black Heart, and Harvey 
Keitel in Jack Nicholson's sequel 
to Chinatown, The Two lakes. 
Some nice comic performances 
come from Marlon Brando and 
Penelope Ann Miller in The 
Freshman and Bill Murray and 
Geena Davis in Quick Change. 
Perhaps it is time for the Acad-
emy to start giving credit where 
credit is due. They are constantly 
forgetting films released before 
September and giving awards to 
films because consensus tells that 
they are good because they are 
popular. Kevin Costner is a prime 
example of this. It is unfonunate 
lhatgreatartists like Martin Scorsese 
are constantly passed over. 
March 28, 1991 
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Erick and Parish of EPMD performing In the Ben Light Gym. 
Run-------
stage and said to the 592 people in 
the crowd, "A Jiu.le announcement 
before EPMD comes on. Run 
D.M.C. has been delayed. In the 
event that they don't show up, a full 
refund will be offered to every-
one." 
Then the fog rolled in and Erick 
and Parish screamed into their 
chordlessmics, "Everyone up. Let's 
get busy. Check one, two." A big 
sign "D.J. Scratch"hung in front of 
the D.J. table and DJ., Scratch, 
himself. 
Their forty minute set wasn't 
terrible. It showed off the aggressive 
sty le of DJ. Scratch as well as mak-
ing their message clear. 
Run D.M.C. finally arrived to-
wards the end ofEPMD's set, ·at 9 
p.m .. Rake got on stage again and 
announced, "Run D.M.C. has ar-
rived." Screams emanated from the 
audience. But it wasn't until 10 
p.m. thatthcgroupactuallywenton 
stage. 
Run (Joseph Simmons) and 
D.M.C. (Darryl McDanicls) ran on 
stage, and said, "Ready to get busy. 
Put some light on the f--king 
crowd." 
There was barely anyone in the 
house. The small audience filled 16 
rows, not even half of the gym. 
It was obvious by the low atten-
dance that Run D .M.C. has lost the 
power they once had. Although they 
were once known as the lead ex-
ponents of rap, the group has lost a 
great deal of its popularity. 
It's han:t lo believe that this same 
group earned the key to two cities in 
1988 for their help in encouraging 
young people to stay in school, find 
jobs and stay away from drugs. 
While Run D.M.C. claims to be 
concerned with such causes, it 
didn't seem as if they honestly 
cared. Run D.M.C's message got 
lost in the obscenities. The pcrfor -
mance of the Aerosmith's song 
"Walk this Way," stood OUL Run 
and D.M.C. ran back and forth and 
screamed along, while the pre-re-
corded song played. 
Nevertheless, for the most part, 
the concert was a flop. It's unfor-
tunate that the BOC felt obligated 
to hold a concert without getting 
student input beforehand . 
. ~~'"" __________________________ _, 
WANTED: 
~~~~~~4~t.~~~ 
-, < ,::sr-'7\T'\ ,.,. ~ 
Students for the 1992 CAYUGAN 
Executive Staff 
Be a part of Ithaca College's exciting 
Centennial Yearbook 
Available staff positions include: -
Edito~hiet 
..... -:-Editor ' 
Ph~~~-,--: .. 
SpGJ1-·:Mior- -
Org~ons Eitifm'' 
Layout/Senior·_ sectioai:Edito, 
Ap~li~~tions may be picked up in the Office of Campus 
Act1v1t1es (3rd floor of the Campus Center). Applications 
must be returned no later than April I, 1991. All interested 
students are welcome to apply. 
For more information, call Selena Lee at 274-1102 and leave 
your name and telephone number. 
~ The Protestant C~mmunity at I.C. ~ 1 
~· invites you to join us this 
-, HOLY WEEK 
Maundy Thursday Service of Tenebrae 
9pm Muller Chapel 
Easter Sunrise Service 
6:30am Taughannock Farms 
(meet for rides at Chapel at 5:45am Breakfast follows.) 
Easter Worship Celebration 
11 :30am Muller Chapel 
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dates a semester that we can have 
the gym, and we need to find per-
formers who will work those dates, 
within our budget constraints." 
Randy Henner, BOC's middle 
agent who speaks directly with all 
the talent agents and production 
companies, told BOC that George 
Thorogood was the only other group 
available to play on the weekend of 
the twenty third. 
So why then couldn't BOC hold 
some kind of student poll to find 
out what the Ithaca student body 
preferred? 
Demer explained that there just 
is not enough time to take a student 
poll because they must put in a bid 
for the band, often within hours of 
learning who is available. 
"If we put in a bid an hour after 
anothercollege then the other school 
will get the group," Demer said. 
The basic purpose of choosing Run 
D.M.C. over George Thorogood 
was to have a more diversified type 
of music. 
BOC said that they wanted to 
experiment and try something dif-
ferent 
At one point, there was the 
possibility of canceling the show. 
Run D.M.C. never showed up for 
their 3 p.m. sound check and did not 
even arrive on campus until 8:45 
p.m., forty five minutes after they 
were scheduled to be on stage. 
When Demer asked Run D.M.C. 
why they were late, a member of the 
their road crew simply stated, "we 
got lost." 
Amy Roth, a sophomore who 
did not attend the concert, feels that 
''they (BOC) should have a poll 
asking the students who they would 
like to have in concert and narrow 
down the choices from there." 
Lauren Most,a freshman, thinks 
"the whole thing is ridiculous. They 
lost so much money because no one 
went to the concert. I don't under-
stand why they did not ask students 
what they were interested in." 
Jon Kass, a sophomore who 
would have liked to auend the con-
cert, claims that "BOC gets a cross-
section of music. They just don't 
stick to one style." 
In essence this is what BOC tried 
to accomplish. 
Despite the negative feedback 
from the student body, BOC is op-
timistic about the outdoor concert, 
scheduled for April 28. They will 
not reveal the bands at this time. 
According to Demer, "it's going 
to be a great show with two big 
bands." 
· 'Ihien-PhU. 
'llI'E'J!J{_f4M'ES'E & C!J-{J'.J{'ES'E CV.IS l:l{_rE 
:Free .Lunch & 'Dinner 
'De[ivery 'Dai[y * 
272 - 3357 ,-----------7 
1 'Dining-in 'Dinner Coupon I 
: Compfimentary Cfioice of : 
I Cfza6{is, 'Jvf ofsen 'Draft or Soaa I 
I & free oraer of wings witfi I 
I a minimum fooa ortfer of I 
I $15 for two I 
I I L 'E;r.pires Jl.pri{ 3~199!_ __ J 
OP'E'J{_ 'IJ Jl I£ y 
Mon· 'lliurs 11am -10:00pm 
'.fri -Sat 11am - 10:30pm 
Surufay 11am - 9:30pm 
208 'J{ TIO(j-51. S'T. - near the commons 
fJ'a{«-out / 'l(e.servations 273-6604 
* ca[{ for information 
we accept crecfit cards for cfefivery 
Movie Listings 
March 29 .. April 4 
HOYT'S AT 
PYRAMID MALL 
phone 257-2700 
Sllenco of tho Lambs [R)--Da1ly 
4 10. 7:10. 9·50; Fri., Sat. & Sun 
matinees at 1 10 
Warlock [R]--Da1ly 4 20. 7.20, 
9.55; Fri., Sat & Sun matinees 
at 1.20 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
11 [PG]-Da1ly 4:30, 6:30. 8:30 
Fn , Sat. & Sun. maunees at 12. 
2:15 
Tho Hard Way [R]--Da1ly 3 50, 
6:50; Fn., Sat. & Sun. matinees 
at 12.50 
Career Opportunltles[PG-13)--
Daily 4, 7, 9:40; Fri.. Sat. & Sun. 
matinees at 1 
Tho Doors [R]--Daily 3:45, 6:45, 
9:30; Fri., Sat. & Sun. matinees 
at 12:45 
Dances With Wolves [PG13)-
Daily 4:30, 8; Fri., Sat. & Sun. 
matinees at 12:30 
New Jack City [R)--Da1ly 10 p.m. 
THE ITHACAN 13 
FALL CREEK 
phone :272-1256 
Awakenings [PG-13] --Daily 
7:15, 9·30 
LA. Story -Daily 7·15; Sat & 
Sun. mabnees at 2.15 
Green Card [PG-13)-- Daily 
9 30, Sat. & Sun. matinees at 
4·30 
Hamlet - Daily 7, 9 45, Sat and 
Sun matinees at 2 
CINEMAPOLIS 
phone 272-1256 
Cyrano de Bergerac -Daily 7. 
9·40; Sat & Sun. maunees at 2, 
4:110 
Taxi Blues - Daily 7.10. 9 30, Sat. 
& Sun. matinees at 2.10, 4 30 
SAB WEEKEND 
MOVIES 
phone 274-3383 
Goodfellas [R]--Fri. & Sat at 7, 
9:30 
Johnny Dangerously [R]--Sun 
at 2, 7, 9:30 
State Theater listings not ava,lable. Phone 273-2781 
The Perfect 
Present 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd • Collegetown 
273 .. 4857 
We Deliver 
MOVIES PRESENTS 
GANGSTER WEEKEND 
··otG, RICH, POWERFUl AND EXPl()SI VE. 
( )nc of Sl.·on,t..·~d; 
best fihns t..·\1l"r! 
·<ioodfdlas' is great 
cntcrtai n n1cnt _" 
Id\ t,I I 11 
--st111111ing. hr ill ianl. 
ln:,1m·ntly hilariou~. l'lic: 
pt.·rforam·rs an.· faullk~~-
'(ioodfdtts· ddin-r..:· 
............ ~ 
.~ ~ - . ,.. - ... •' ~ 
r------------------~====, 
I TIME: Friday & Saturday Night shows ~ 
I 7:00 p.m. & 10:30 p.m ll 
I ll 
: PLACE: Textor 102 /ADMISSION: $2.00 a 
L----------------------~J 
FRlo & SATo NIGHT 
MARCH 29th & 30th 
SUNDAY SHOWJING§ 
MARCH3]_st 
JOHNNY DANGEQOU8L Y 
Sunday Matinee 2:00 pm 
Night Showings at 7:00 & 9:30pm 
~. 
March 28, 1991 
- ... ~-~ ' 
,_ :.:..:.....- ?-
Applications are now available in the Office of Residential Life for several student staff 
positions in all five Residential Life Offices for 1991. All applicants must be in good academic 
and judicial standing to be considered. Applications· for all positions are due-to the · 
Residential Life Office in the East Tower no later than April 5, 1991. 
Provide general clerical and office support, answer telephones, greet visitors and answer questions. Student Asistants 
earn the campus hourly wage and positions are available in the East Tower Residential Life Office, Quads Area Office in 
Rowland, Towers/Apartments/New Hall Area Office in West Tower, Terrraces Area Office in Terrace 4, and the New Hall 
Office. 
Coordinate furniture maintenance and repair and monitor residence hall inventory through moving, lifting, and storing 
furniture. Recieve new shipments, remove furniture for repair, provide assistance with intra-office mail, packages, etc. 
Student movers earn $5.00 per hour. 
Assist with on-going inventory control and renovation planning through various project work. Maintain residencial hall 
desk equipment. Assist with special central office projects as needed. Student operations assistant earn the campus 
hourly wage . 
• t 
The Student Operations Assistant and Student Moving Crew are supervised out of the East Tower Residential Life offices. 
Please contact the Office of Residential Life at 274-3141 or come by the East Tower Otfice for more information. 
March~ 1991 
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turbing trend, and does not care for 
shock jocks like Howard Stem. "I 
don't mind irreverence," Cousin 
Brucie said, "but if you go a line or 
so beyond irreverence you get into 
something that is called bad taste." 
While he believes jocks like 
Stem have a right to be heard on 
cable or pay-per-view, for example, 
Morrow said Stern's mean-
spiritedness, which includes slurs 
on ethnic groups, has no place on 
the open ~irwaves. "We have 
enough anger and negativism in 
this world," saidCousin Brucie. 
"I'm a positive man." 
ltispreciselythisfriendly charm 
that likened Cousin Brucie to mil-
lionsoflisteners in the early 1960s. 
1be&>s are an era that Cousin Brucie 
remembers quite fondly, especially 
the days of Beatlemania, a phe-
nomenon that affected the lives of 
millions of teenagers. 
He was there to witness the 
chaos and unabashed emotion that 
the Beatles brought out in that 
generation. 
In 1965, it was Cousin Brucie 
who had the rare honor of intro-
ducing the group at Shea Stadium, 
an experience he calls "probably 
one of the high points of my career." 
But he remembers that it was a day 
marked by both awe and terror. 
~'There ·were 72,000 screaming 
kids, most of them young ladies, 14 
or 15 years of age," he recalled. "In 
the air thet;ewas a feeling of [immi-
nent] disaster." Even the Beatles 
themselves, who at this time were 
hardly acc:µstomed to popularity on 
this scale,exprcssed worry. Amaz-
ingly, despite enormous commo-
tion, no one was hurt. 
Morrow said he isn't sure the 
Beatl~ ever realized the scope of 
their appeal; even years later, in 
1975, when John Lennon appeared 
on a program with Cousin Brucie, 
the late Bealle could not compre-
hend why several thousand people 
had come to see him, even though 
he was not slated to perform. 
'"They're here to see you,' I told 
him. He just couldn't understand," 
Morrow said. 
Morrow admitted that in the early 
days, he never expected the group 
to reach the plateau they did. "Most 
of us thought, including myself, 
they'd be a good shot at a group for 
a few months and then disappear," 
he said. "Nobody knew that t.hey 
would transcend over the music 
business and go into the sociologi-
cal. They affected our lives, the 
way we talk, our clothing, every- -
thing." 
Could there ever be a phenom-
enon of the same son again?"lt will 
[happen] when we're ready for it 
Sinatra, Elvis ... every generation 
seemed to have somebody. We're 
getting ready again but nothing is 
on the rise. It has to be a phenom-
enon that affects us sociologically, 
not just musically." 
HelambastedarccentBillboard 
piece that suggested that rock and 
roll is, in effect, dead, supplanted 
by rap and other genres. "Rock and 
roll is thriving," he proclaims. It is 
"the granddaddy, the foundation. It 
will be around for a Jong time.'' 
He doesn't think rap will have a 
Jong shelflife, but rather, thinks it is 
"another phase of music" that will 
pass, just as disco did in the late 
1970s. He is not a fan of rap, but 
appreciates it professionally as a 
legitimate fonn ofexpression. "Rap 
is the music of the street It is a 
poetry, a crying." 
After Morrow's departure from 
PRESENTS ... 
Ithacan/ Tom Costantino 
Morrow addresses IC. 
the microphone in 1977, he went 
into station ownership. It was cer-
tainly a lucrative venture, but he 
longed to bring his unique style of 
broadcasting back to the airwaves. 
In 1984, he joined WCBS, New 
York's oldies station, and has since 
enjoyed a major comeback. His 
popularweeklyradioshowCrui.vn' 
America went national in 1987. 
Cousin Brucie even made a 
memorable cameo appearance in 
the 1987 hit movie Dirty Dancing . 
In 1988,Morrow was inducted into 
the Emerson Radio Hall of Fame. 
He plans to keep busy in 1991. 
This summer, Cousin Brucie In-
ternational, a worldwide version of 
Cruisin' America, will be launched. 
He has six TV specials on the 
way, entitled ''The Spirit of Rock 
And Roll," which will feature sev-
eral prominent pop stars from 
Cousin Brucie's heyday, including 
Jerry Lee Lewis, Neil Sedaka, Dion 
and the Four Seasons. More than 
simply a nostalgia trip, the shows 
willfocusontheerainasociological 
and historical context. 
"Radio is my life," he declared. 
"I'll probably be holding a micro-
phone in my hand when I go to that 
great ttansmiuer in the sky." 
THE ITHACAN IS 
A royal visit: 
King's Singers prove exceptional 
I REVIEW ] 
By Robert Southard 
The world-renowned King's 
Singers took Ford Hall by storm 
on Thursday, March 21. This en-
semble truly lived up to its repu-
tation as they amazed the sold-
out crowd assembled there. 
The six-man vocal ensemble 
from Cambridge, England, is 
comprised of countertenors David 
Hurley and Alastair Hume, Bob 
Chilcott, tenor, Bruce Russell and 
Simon Carrington, baritones, and 
Stephan Connolly, bass. 
The five-part program began 
with four folksongs from Nonh 
America arranged (or perhaps 
deranged) by Bob Chilcott These 
folksongs were sung in very dif-
ferentformsfrom which theywere 
original.lywriuen. Whilethemore 
serious ones still retained their 
beauty, the lighter ones were 
jazzed up a little. 
The third song, "I Brought Me 
a Cat," had slightly changed lyr-
ics, due to the present ways of 
thinking. The original last verse 
stated "I brought me a wife, my 
wife pleased me. I fed her under 
the Yonder tree. n A slightly sex-
ist statement, which the King's 
Singers replaced with .. I married 
me a wife, my wife pleased me. I 
kissed her under the yonder tree." 
The second part, entitled 
"Great Masters of the English 
R~ce." featured works by 
William Byrd and Robert Parsons. 
TheKing'sSingersexhibitedtheir 
knowledge of the works of the 
Renaissaoceandsangbeautifully. 
These pieces were the only truly 
serious pieces on the program. 
The third portion contained 
the groups' contemporary litera-
ture. The first piece was com-
missioned by the King's Singers, 
written by Toru Takemitsu, a 
Japanese composer. Mr. 
Takemitsu's works have been 
called a cross between Debussy 
and Duke Ellington His first is 
based on four proverbs written 
by Shuw Takiguchi. 
"Six Characters in Search of 
an Opera" by Paul Drayton high-
lighted the show. Mr Drayton 
paints the very common scene of 
two long-lost brothers, a bull-
fighter, a hairdresser , two old 
lovers, a Chinese Waitress, an 
Irish rake, two new lovers, an 
Amazon, a Poor Painter and a 
policeman beingunitedinaChi-
nese take-out. By using snatches 
ofclassicoperaslikeCarmenand 
the Barber of Seville, Drayton 
creates a humorotL'i opera which 
the Singers performed marvel-
ously. The show's last segment 
contained songs from the Beach 
Boys, Beatles, Gershwin, and 
James Taylor. 
Overall, the King's Singers._ 
sang masterfully. Their pitch 
proved impeccable and their 
sense of style enthusiastic. There 
areonlytwocomplaints: It would 
have been nice if the Singers had 
performed more pieces of a se-
rious style as the lighlel" songs 
present a less musical image. 
Several watches beeped at 9 
p.m. This was just plain rude. 
Fortunately, this lack of manners 
did not detract much ~l!L ~ "· . _.,,.. penonnance. . 
DAUGHTERS o_f the REVOLUTION 
~.:--~--a. TO NIGHT ~..----.:111 .. r-&-&. ~::> 
THURSDAY, MARCH 28th 
WHAT IS THE LEGACY THEIR FATHERS LEFT BEHIND? 
: ' 
i 
PLACE: Emerson Suites 
Tickets available at door 
~ " . . ' . 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS 
Strass - TIIlNK AHEAD FOR '91 - '92 IT'sOVER! 2BEDROOMSDOWNTOWN '91- '92 Two continents, no hook-ups. Just 
BRAND NEW Contemporary The search for the ultimate 
Furnished, parking lot, yard, 2 Apartments, houses for 
Come Home! apanment ends al gorgeous stories. $570 includes all. I lo 6. Well maintained, 
310 Pleasant studio in downtown Victorian. College Circle. The competition 277 -0714or furnished, laundry, parking. 
P.S. You wanted a personal, is Laundry, parking, furnished. pales in comparison to the perfect 532 - 8818 eves. South Hill and 
this personal enough? $330. Available 8/91 complex with: 4 BEDROOM HOUSE Downtown. 
Jills- • new, huge exciting spaces FOR RENT 272- 3153 LARGE ONE BEDROOM Hope all is well in London. We APTS. • plentiful, free parking Furnished, stone fireplace, EXCITING LOFT miss you. Space for one or couple. New • energy efficient • shuttle bus washer/dryer, $330 per bedroom Beautiful stone fireplace, 310 Pleasant kitchens and baths, laundry, • highly responsive management Call: 2 &3 level living. Skylights. P.S. -Tell Susie we said hi and parking, downtown, $435 *beautiful furnishings 273-9300 273-9300 that she misses us more than we • great value for your rental $ Available 91 - 92. ONCE YOU HA VE SEEN miss her. Call for an appointment to view TIIEREST, 1 BEDROOM FOR FALL 1991 
Happy Easter and Passover, Delta OWNER MANAGED the best in two, three, and four COME RENT TIIE BEST!!! Heat & hot water included. Sigma Phi Brothers. 
·Call 273 - 4781 bedroom apartment homes. Unquestionable quality Carpeted, bright, free parking. 277-1221 Apartments: Walk to IC 
Sunshine - PRIVATE AVAILABLE FOR '91 Now rent for 1991-'92 273-9300 
I had the time of my life and I owe Large, bright and warm room Studios to 4 bedroom furnished Featuring: TOWNHOUSES 
it all 2U! Thank U! Have an awe- in townhouse. Fireplace, apts. *dishwasher *parking Large 4 br. + 8 br. units. Warm, 
some 2 more months. I'll be here 1 1/2 baths, 273 - 1342 (9-5) *laundry facilities woodstove/fueplaces, 1 1/2 and 3 
waiting. full size kitchen. COLLEGETOWN HOUSES *wall to wall carpeting bathrooms, qui~t Free parking, 
Love U! 273 -9300 Central Collegetown. Best * fully furnished Walk to IC 
Me NEW COLLEGETOWN selection of large apartments and 
*security intercom system 273-9300 
"Sarita" - TWO BEDROOMS houses for 6 to 16 people. Super 
*close to campus and commons. 
FURNISHED location, quality buildings, Call 277-5576 or 273-5370 You're not a virgin??? Well, at least These are the very best! 
students welcome! It's fun to live first 3 rentals will receive a free 3 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
we11 know who the father is! 272-3000 in Collegetown microwave for their apartment. Nice, large, sunny apt downtown. 
"Mom" Available Aug. 1 (possible to NEW DOWNTOWN APT. 272-3000 APARTMENT FOR RENT sublet June & July) $735 per A- 3 BR, 2 baths, furnished, 3 blocks 
Congratsonreinventingthatwheel! from Commons, parking, $265+/ AHEAD DESKTOP 3 bedroom apt. in house. Com- month, includes heat arid utilities. PUBLISHING HOUSE pletely furnished, wall-to-wall Gary@ 277-7000 or273-7082 Happy Birthday! month . Energy efficient. On the Commons. Academic, carpeting, free parking. J 533 - 7324 graphics, business. Resumes, Available Aug. 24th THINK SMALL FOR FALL 
C- APARTMENTS FOR RENT dissertations, papers, 272-2967 or 1 & 2 bedroom apartments, close 
Beware of those knights in shiny 2 - Two bedroom apartments. newsleners ... 273-1650 (afternoons) to IC and Downtown. Heat 
beer goggles. Prerequisite: REM - $500 + utilities. 580 W. King Rd. 273 -8805 LOOKING FOR TWO included. Sign with a security Out of Time! deposit. Call Michael at 
J 
Call Tony: FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM - PEOPLE 257-9154 272- 5801 APARTMENT (Male/Female) for nice spacious 
Lovi- I COLLEGETOWNPLAZA E. State St. Near Commons. townhouse close to IC, Com- NICE 3 BEDROOM APT. 
. Locklhed_oorbehindyou, 'cause no THE PLACE TO BE Shon-tenn lease through Aug. 15, moos, Cornell for 91-92 school On Hudson St between campus 
one is coining home. Keep roUin' Brand new apartments in 1991. Laundry, pa,king, fireplace. year. Lease starts June I, 1991. and downtown. Free parking, 
those dices! CoUegetown's best full service $550 includes all. 277-7873 porch, fully furnished. 
J luxury building. This is quality, Also nice, quiet, furnished rooms Myra or Lisa $265/person. Available J unc 1. 
Buzz, baby. complete with elevator, fonnal near Valentine Place Call: 273-4781 
lobby, on p~ises staff and 273 -2814 APARTMENT - HOUSE SOUTH HILL REDUCTIONS! I 3 bedroom, 2 living rooms, 
~-
fabulous views of the lake, ITHACA'S LARGEST Prospect Street.. 1 balhroom, Large 1 & 4 bedrooms. carpeted, 
Hope you had a good spring break. downtown and llhaca College. 4 bedroom townhouse, fully furnished, carpeted. furnished. laundry, parking. 
Time to stan studying. Enjoy carpet, dishwasher, woodstove/fireplace, 1 1n. baths, Free parking. Call John: 272-3389 or 257-4164 
microwave, ultra modem baths, free parking. Walk to IC 272-2967 or 273-1650 APARTMENT- MATE large rooms, big windows, 
~- airconditioner, auractive furni- 273 -9300 3ROOMAPT. for upcoming year: spacious / 
- We're sorry this is late, but we ture. Building ~ its own DUPLEX FOR RENT Or 6 Room House start $650, room, enormous closet, sun-roof, , 
wanted to thank you for serenading laundry, onsite parking, restau- Fully carpeted, reasonable irx:ludes 2 baths, 2 kitchen, quiet neighborhood, near Com-
us. The card and rose were really rant, copy center. Studio, utilities, ETS. One side available laundry, parking. 6/1 or 8/1 mons, on bus route. $200+. 
beautiful. Thank you for support- 1,2,3,4,5,6 bedrooms for 1991 - June, the other August. Rent is 272-1131 272-2961 
ing us. We owe you one. 92. Be in the heart of all the $750 plus utilities .. Call Terry- (11:00 -11:00) AUSTRALIA 
Love -n- ssf Collegetown action! ,273. 7956 ONE WEEK SALE It's not too late to have an A«l»Z 272-3000 3 BEDROOM APARTMENT For one wee~ only - selected incredible semester abroad! For 
J- 1 HOUSEMATE NEEDED - Living/dining/kitchen/patio, 1 1/2 1,2,3,4 +5 bedroom furnished personal insights call: 
I know you read the personals, at For FalVSpring 91-92 School baths, dishwasher, washer/dryer apartments. Dramatically 273-8253 
least You should try some other Year. Male or Female. (free), garage plus 2 pk. spaces reduced. Limited supply - TOPNOTCH 
sections (no, comics don't count). Ron or Tom - 256 - 0203 (free), Close to IC+ Downtown. Limited time! Call Now: Impressive word processing of all 
Anyway. thank you for everything, Dave or Steve - 256 - 9672 Call 273 - 6142 (2p.m. - 9p.m.) 277-3232 kinds including best looking 
· especially your honesty. It means a 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
James E. Gardner. Jr resumes in shonest time at lowest lot to me and your friendship does GREAT LOCATIONS! HELP WANTED! prices - often overnight. 
too. GREAT PRICES! 1991 - 92 American Pie now accepting 273-3421 South Hill, East Hill, Downtown, One, two, and three bedroom 
Cayuga Lake. A selection of apanments; Downtown, South applications for the following SUMMER SUBLET 
IlA«l»- houses and apartments from 1 to 5 Hill. Rents from $225 to S295 per positions: Bartenders M/F, 3-4 bedroom to renL Spacious 
We had a great time Friday and bedrooms. Starting at $260 with bedroom. Doormen, and DJ. living room & kitchen, great 
Saturday nights. Thanks! We love all utilities included. Off-street 272-0344 Apply in person: deck, Close IO IC. Rent nego-you! parking! Laundry facilities! 10 215 E. Seneca St liable. Call Suzanne: Love -n- ssf . and 12 month leases! C.t\MP ANDROSCOGGIN ITHACA SELF-STORAGE 277-5912 A«l>Z Maine Boys camp seeking Call James E. Gardner, Jr.: 
outgoing and enthusiastic staff to If you n~ some space, DOWNTOWN'S BEST 
·Red- 277--3232 teach tennis, soccer, basketball, this is the place, New IWtury studio and I bedroom 
Here's your personal! No more LINN STREET baseball, swim, sail, windsurf, inside and outside storage. aptS. on the Commons. Elevator, 
· asking for one. I can't think of Five bedroom house on Farm crafts, drama and photography. Ithaca's only facility with inteccom, miaowave, bus, -<: anything "personal" to say! computer controlled access. 
. Street, wooong fireplace, Great facilities. Lots of time off. furnished available. On-premises 
3 stories, 2 baths, wall-to-wall Write or call collect 733 West 257-7293 manager. Commons West. 
Kelli - carpet and wood floors. Street, Harrison, NY 10528 STUDIO DOWNTOWN 273-9462 
. Have a nice trip in the snack bar? Full basement. parking. (914) 835-5800 Furnished, conveniently located, APARTMENT AVAILABLE 
·Glad to have met you! Call: NICE, BIG, 2 BEDROOM includes heat · DOWNTOWN Brian 257-9154 Duplex. Wood floors, full bath, 273-8181 Sublet for summer, or stay for I 
•l iTraub- I.C.U. IN THIS HOUSE!!!! with office/study, free parking. 2nd SEMESTER SENIOR year! 2 bedrooms. Gas included: 
/WHAT!?ShelivesonLoveStreeL .. Two - 3 bedroom duplexes $580 per month plus. Gary: Looking to sublet for Fall '91 heat and stove. Fully furnished if 
:1 can't feel my face, fill the pitcher downtown 3 stories, full 277-7000 or 273-7082 Call Kevin at: needed! Asking $225, will 
\after emptying it? Whatam I doing? basements, laundry, ONE BEDROOM 272-3942 negotiate! Call Jess or Jenna: 
I One"Buck" 6 to 8p.m. wood floors, Ithaca Commons area, newly 2 HOUSEMATES NEEDED 256-3787 
full furnished attic, furnished, dish~her, micro, for F91 and S '92, close to 
,:,; :Tom-
IMikeHutchenceorJimMorrison?! overlooking the creek. security system, heat included, campus - own room; 
1 
B. "Shuddup" Call: Contact Jim at reasonable price. Call 
I 257-9154 _ __,,,,-.27-7 ... 7000 277 - 5835 
"' 
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MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM By MIKE PETERS 
GARFIELD By JIM DAVIS 
UNPREPAREP UNORGANIZED, 
UNSETTLED, UNCERTAIN. 
UNSURE, BUT AWAKE ~ 
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THE FAR SIDE 
By GARY Li\RSON 
"Well, it's a delicate situation, sir . ... Sophisticated 
firing system, hair-trigger mechanisms, and Bob's wife 
just left him last night, so you know his mind's 
not into this." 
Ghost newspapers 
"i:q~ 
"Oh, the whole flower bed is still in shock! He was 
such a quiet butterfly - kept to himself mostly." 
.,. 
.. 
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Bombers earn All-ICAC recognition 
By Christa Anoll 
FourmembersoftheICwomen's 
basketball team received All-In-
dependent College Athletic Con-
ference (ICAC) honors. 
Karen Fischer and Tiffany 
Shaffer, both sophomores, earned 
first team status, while Kristen 
Kinne and Lisa Tibbles we::e named 
to the second team. 
Kristen Kinne: change 
leads to success 
Despite a two-year layoff from 
basketball and a position change, 
Kinne was selected as the ICAC 
~ Rookie of the Ye.ar, in addition to 
being named to the second team 
All-ICAC. 
Kinne played basketball and 
participated on the track team at 
Monument Regional High School 
in Great Barrington, MA. When 
she came to IC, she decided to par-
ticipate on the track team, only 
competing in the high, long and 
triple jumps. 
"When I played basketball in 
high school, it was a very intense 
and pressure-filled program," Kinne 
said. "I felt I needed a break and 
there was less pressure on the track 
team." 
Kinne switched back to the 
hardcourt her junior year. 
"I realized that I only had two 
more yea.rs to play competitively 
and I was ready to come back," 
Kinne said. 
Head coach Christine Pritchard 
called on Kinne, a guard in high 
school, to change positions and play 
with her back to the basket. 
"I was used to scoring more in 
high school. At forward, I'm ex-
pected to put more emphasis on my 
defense," Kinne said. "It was frus-
trating and difficult at first, but the 
more I got used to it, the more I 
liked it." 
Kinne, a 5-foot-7 forward, led 
the Bombers in rebounding, aver-
aging 7 .9 boards per game. She was 
also the third leading scorer, with 
11.3 points per game. 
"She made monumental strides 
considering the drastic changes she 
went through," Pritchard said. 
Kinnesaidthatshehasnoregrets 
about missing two seasons of bas-
ketball. 
"I've played since I was in third 
grade, so I think I was a little burnt 
out," Kinne said. "If I had played 
freshman and sophomore years, I 
don'tthinkl'dbeaseffectivenow." 
Lisa Tibbles: steal from 
a community college 
Tibbles, a junior, transferred to 
Ithaca last semester from Jefferson 
Community College and led the 
Bombers in assists, with 83. 
At Jefferson, Tibbles led the 
Cannoneers in scoring and steals. 
Special to The Ithacan I Patricia 
Reynolds 
Kristen Kinne 
She continued that success at IC. 
Her team-leading 124 steals for the 
season is an IC season and career 
record. 
"I became motivated to beat the 
school record about halfway 
through the season, when I realized 
what I could do," Tibbles said. 
In Ithaca's game against 
Nai.areth, Tibbles had 13 steals, 
which tied the Division I record for 
most steals in a game. 
"She's had to make some ad-
justments, like playing more team 
ball, but we haven't had a player 
with those physical attributes in a 
long time," Pritchard said. 
Tibbles, a 5-foot-5 guard with 
quick hands and quick feet, ran the 
Bombers' offense from the top of 
the key. 
"I want to work on seeing the 
court better as point guard and be 
more of a scoring threat," Tibbles 
Karen Fischer: lends 
leadership, flexibility 
Special to The Ithacan / Patricia 
Reynolds 
Lisa Tibbles 
said. 
"She (Fischer) is providing the 
team with more leadership this 
year," Pritchard said. "She's picked 
up the leadership slack left from 
(Roxanne) Aguilar and (Lauri) 
Hancock's departure." 
As a freshman, Fischer ranked 
fourth is both scoring and re-
bounding. She improv~ both as-
pects of her game as a sophomore. 
Fischer was the Bombers' lead-
ing scorer this season, averaging 
12.6 points per game.She was also 
the team's second leading 
rebounder. 
This season, Fischer was used 
mostly as a post player because of 
the lack of height on the team. 
"Because of our lack of height, 
I've had to play inside. I'm just a 
skinny S-foot-9 kid playing the 
post," Fischer said. 
She said she wants to improve. 
her outside shooting in hopes that 
she may move to the small forward 
slot next season. 
Special to The Ithacan / Patricia 
Reynolds 
Karen Fischer 
March 28, 1991 
"She's very consistent and level-
headed," Pritchard said. "She acts 
as a steadying influence for the team. 
We can always rely on her to con-
tribute." 
Tiffany Shaff er: devel-
opment of a shooter 
Shaffer's biggest problem as a 
freshman was that she didn't feel 
confident with her shooting. With a 
year of college basketball behind 
her, that has changed. 
Asa freshman,Shafferaveraged 
2.5 points per game. In her second 
season, she averaged 11.6, good 
enough to be the second leading 
scorer for the Bombers. 
"We had to convince her that she 
could shooL She has developed a 
real shooter's attitude," Pritchard 
said. 
On defense, Pritchard often 
called on Shaffer to match up with 
their big scorer. 
"Despite the difficulty of play-
ing top notch defense and still 
producing on offense, the team was 
able to count on her to come through 
for us," Pritchard said. 
Special to The Ithacan I Patricia 
Reynolds 
Tiffany Shaff er 
l THE ULTIMATE IN TANNING! 
i Featuring Top of the line Wolff Tanning Beds 
I First Tanning Visit FREE 
1,a'!~Jspecial -~~-~-~~ 
I 212-1402 
~w:N1nu~ 
SENIORS 
I 
I 
* 1 533 W. State Street i (corner ofW. State St. 
ij and Meadow St.) _ ~ 
·q__,,»:<OX·:<«X"-'>:m:«<•xx:~xw.-w.:,:.;0<-,ow..,..w.=.,,.,:c:::occ:cc:cemm:::cccc:,,:omooo00< :,:oo:c,oooc:o:oooooc:occo:o:0<:coo::::000::»M»'~F 
Let Tanfastic help you keep your 
Spring Break tan. 
TANfl/<lac 
SPECIAL 
tfiJ 6 Ses~~~r~:s $36 ~ 
Mon-Fri 8am-1 Opm .--. 
Sat & Sun 9am-8pm 
Expires 4/4191 Call 272-5598 
609 W. Clinton St. 
Reservadons 
for 
Graduadon Weekend 
Dinners 
are now being taken 
at Ithaca's 
two best restaurants. 
American Cuisine Res. 273-1999 
"Home of New York State Dining" • 272-6484 
~ 
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Sophomores lead laxers' split of weekend game§ 
By Rorie Pickman 
The 1991 season opened with a 
weekend splitand a strong showing 
from several sophomores for coach 
Andrea Golden and her women's 
lacrosse squad. 
The Bombers traveled to 
Springfield, Mass. to initiate their 
1991 campaign. 
Ithaca played two contests 
against Bates College and the host, 
Springfield College. 
Bates was Saturday's opponent, 
and the Bobcats nipped the Bomb-
ers 6-5 in double overtime. 
Ithaca fell behind early. Eleven 
minutes into the first half of the 
game,theBombers trailed3-0. Yet, 
Golden's club managed a come-
back to trail by one at halftime, 4-3. 
Sophomore Lisa Feinstein net-
ted two of the three Bomber goals 
in the first stanza. Classmate Cheryl 
Smith had the other score. 
Ithaca kept Bates from scoring 
in the second half. With 9:38 to go 
in the game, Ithaca sophomore] ulie 
Stone scored a goal to tie the game 
at four and force overtime. 
Freshman attack/midfielder, 
Georgette Summers scored an IC 
goal in the first overtime, but the 
Bobcats' Wyatt Lutsk managed to 
knot the score at five, sending the 
contest into a second overtime pe-
riod. 
The Bombers could not score in 
this time frame, but Bates received 
a Beth Doran goal to claim the 
victory. 
OWNHOUSES / APTS-. 
FOR RENT '91- '92 
•3-4 BEDROOMS 
• DISHWASHER. WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH UNIT 
" 
.. , 
·: ... --·" 
• 
e FREE PARKING 
• PRIME LOCATION 
• PLEASANT LMNG 
CONDITIONS 
CALL 
273•6142 
BEIWEEN 1-9 P.M. 
"Itwasagreatgameandl thought. 
wehadmanyopportunitiestowin," 
said coach Andrea Golden. 
According to Golden, her team 
was caught in a transitional midfield 
on defense in the beginning of the 
game. 
However, she believes sopho-
more Jo Leiva did a good job in 
goal, as Bates fired 36 shots. Leiva 
made 21 saves. 
The team may have gotten more 
out of the loss, according to Golden. 
"Itmade us hungry for Spring field," 
Golden said. 
The Bombers started out strong 
against the Chiefs on Sunday. Ithaca 
scored the first three goals of the 
game, as senior attackman Becky 
Veduccio tallied two scores and 
Feinstein scored one. 
Ithaca kept its lead throughout 
the half and led 11-4 at the intennis-
sion. 
The Chiefs made a strong come-
back in the second half and closed 
the score down to four, at 12-8. 
Senior auackman Robin 
Hopkins notched two more goals 
for the Bombers and Ithaca had no 
problem after that as they defeated 
Springfield, 18-9. 
Feinstein led the Bombers in 
scoring with four goals and two 
assists. 
Veduccio and classmate Robin 
Hopkins added four tallies each. 
Freshman Georgette Summers had 
two goals. 
Senior Kim Copley and sophomore 
Athlete of the week 
By Christa Anoll 
Last season Dan Guerrera was 
voted the hardest worker by the 
men's swim team coaches. This 
season, he put forth the same 
effort and his hard work finally 
paid off. 
Guerrera, a junior, earned All-
Americ an recognition . at 
theNationals last week to lead 
the Bombers to a 16th place fin-
ish.Healsosettwoschoolrecords 
in two events. 
"He's clearly a class swim-
mer in Division III. He's an in-
credible competitor and a tough 
kid. He has the potential to win 
an individual championship next 
season," head coach Kevin 
Markwardt said. 
Guerrera' s specialty is the 
breaststroke and according to 
Markwardt, Guerrera has trained 
long and hard to reach his current 
level of success. Each season he has 
made improvements in times. 
His freshman and sophomore 
years, Guerrera went to the Nation-
als, but the best he placed was 10th 
in the 100-yard breaststroke his 
sophomore year. 
At Nationals this year, Guerrera 
finished third in the 100-yard 
breaststroke and fifth in the 200-
yard breaststroke, setting school 
records in both events. 
Because of Guerrera's work 
ethic, Markwardt was a little con-
cemedthat he wasn 'tresledenough. 
"He wasn't getting the drops in 
his practice times that we expected 
and we were concerned that it would 
affect him," Markwardt said. 
Guerrera was also a member of 
the 200 and 400-yard medley relay 
teams, which placed ninth and 10th 
Wynne Lobel each had one goal as 
well. 
"I was glad to sec our defense 
come alive," said Golden. "In gen-
eral, it has done a good job for us in 
setlling things down." 
Golden was pleased with her 
team's draw control in both of the 
weekend games and fell that the 
attack helped out in gelling the squad 
ball possession before the 50-yard 
line. 
"Our defense looked strong on 
Saturday and our tact looked good 
Su:iday," said senior defenscman 
Kim Copley. 
"In future games we would like 
to pul them both together," Copley 
said. 
respectively. 
"Danisoneofthosckidswho's 
willing to do something above 
and beyond what is expected," 
Markwardt said. 
-.RE;Gl:-STRATIO-N BEGINS APRIL 1 
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Student Government Association 
Student Government Association represe11ts the entire student body at 
Ithaca College. 
What· s Happening 
Recycling: 
SGA is working with Physical Plant and RHA to purchase recycling bins for residence hall rooms. We are 
researching different options and are hoping to have bins by next semester. 
Dining Ball Survey: 
The Campus Affairs Committee of Student Government has composed a survey that will be in the Dining 
Halls in fhe upcoming weeks. It will ask what type of meal plan students prefer. Options vary from the 
current plan to a points system. 
Off Campus Applications: 
Student Congress approved and distributed a resolution to Residential Life rega~ding the administrative 
change in the Off-campus application procedure from a first come first serve and lottery system to a 
strict lottery system. Student Congress voiced its disappointment with the lack of communication 
between Residential Life and Student Government regarding this issue. 
Greek Life: 
SGA is presently reviewing the Greek Life proposal that was distributed by the Campus Life Committee. 
Student Congress will then make recommendations to the committee. 
ROTC: 
Student Con~ss is currently writing a proposal(s) concerning the status of the ROTC programs at Ithaca 
College. Both discrimination and academic issues are being taken into account. The proposal(s) will be 
presented to Congress on April 2. 
State Budget Cuts: _ 
Due to Governor fytario Cuo~o·s proposed pudget 91ts 41 the area of higher education, Student Government 
has been writing to legislators and sp~nsorlng,a-petition drive.which will be sent to the ~t~te c~p!t~l- ,_ 
Admissions Advisory C.ommittee: 
A group of sev~n stude~ts have b~en ?Deeting with t_he Dean_ o~ Admissions and ~nrollment Planning, 
Peter Stace. This group 1s ad_dressmg issues concerning adnuss1ons, such as recruitment and retention. 
Issues also on the Agenda: 
Formation of an Ad Hoc Multicultural committee 
to make appropriate recommendations to Student Government. 
Academic Advising 
Student Evaluations of Faculty 
If you have any questions or ideas please contact 
Student Government, 3rd floor, Campus Center 
~- 274-3377 
~4'qUJl~~T 
GO,D.ERl 1 ENT Q 
ASSD& ATION r ~ Attend Congress 
Tuesday 8:15 p.m. North Meeting Room 
,, 
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Swimming 
Continued from back page 
placed 16th. 
Out the seven swimmers that 
competed in Nationals, all of them. 
achieved at least Honorable Men-
tion All-American, which was sat-
isfying and very impressive to 
Markwardt 
Maarkwardt said he feels very 
good about how the season went 
He said that the team had fulfilled 
all of the goals they had set for this 
season, except placing in the top ten 
in Nationals. 
He said, "Of all the goals the 
team set for this season,. they were 
fantastically successful." 
The team has already started 
raising money and setting new goals 
for next season. 
Markwardt said, "It is never 
ending. As soon as one season is 
over, it is just the beginning of the 
next" 
Special to The Ithacan/ Rebecca Trowbridge 
Ithaca's Andre Maroszan starts his dive at the beginning of the 500 freestyle event 
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Crew---
Continued from back page 
at Nationals. 
This will be Kearing's second 
season with the crew. She herself 
rowed at Stanford and was a mem-
ber of the United States team in 
1986 and 1987. She then made the 
Olympic team.in 1988. 
IC's women have a busy spring 
season with 12 races over the next 
seven weekends. This means that 
from March 30th on they will race 
every weekend until the end of the 
semester. 
The women will start off their 
;cason against the Orangemen of 
Syracuse on March 30th. 
Syracuse is in the league ahead 
of IC, but Kearing feels that if they 
can do well against the Orangemen, 
that will set a winning tone for the 
rest of the season. 
Ithaca hosts Rochester, Union, 
and Colgate on April 13th. 
The .Boys of Summer: the National Pastime returns 
By Christa Anoll 
February 21. Enough said. 
COMM.ENTARY 
A 19-year old rookie hopeful 
squeezes, steps and follows through 
as his bat slices through the strike 
zone, breezing less than a quarter 
inch over the ball. The manager's 
gruff "Hold it!" echoes as the ball 
smacks against the backstop. lo the 
outfield, a group of veterans loos-
ens up by shagging flies and 
rainbowing them back to the coach. 
On an adjacent field, pitchers and 
catchers span the grass and toss 
lightly among themselves. Coaches 
roam up and down the row of 
pitchers, examining their mechan-
ics. The infielders,galher in relax-
ing pepper games, waiting for their 
tum in the cage. 
Each spring around the third 
weekofFebruary, when lazy scenes 
like these are found at every spring 
training camp, my whole persona, 
like those of fellow baseball fanat-
ics, changes gears from the stressed 
student ( or professional, as the case 
may be) to the litlle kid experienc-
ing that first ballgame. For some 
people, this is a time for spring 
cleaning, for others a time to plan 
the summer vacation. But for those 
of us obsessed with baseball, this is 
a time for rejuvenation and renewal. 
Remember the first game you 
ever saw? Not on the radio or tele-
vision, but the first game you went 
to, in person. You approached the 
stadium (Sheaforme)and the closer 
you came to it, the more the butter-
flies danced, the more you sweat, 
the shorter your breath, the quicker 
your heart pumped. Overcome with 
awe. Through the gate, your eyes 
search for the tunnel; once you pass 
through it, you view thi~gs differ-
ently, through baseball eyes. 
Your right hand clings to your 
dad's left, your left clutches your 
glove. If you were like me, it was 
that cherished first glove, the one 
you never let out of your sighL The 
one you slept with, as if you let go, 
it wouldn't be there when you woke 
up in the morning. You reach the 
tunnel and are assaulted with smells 
and sounds at first And then sights 
that absolutely nothing can com-
pare with (not even your first kiss). 
These Smells, sounds and sights 
that strengthened every time you go 
to a ballpark and that with your 
forever. No matter how different 
the ballpark, the experience is preuy 
much the same. 
First impressions: the checkered 
squares of freshly cut damp grass. 
Then the wind blowing the outfield 
flags and banners. The chatter of 
the illegal pepper games, and the 
contact between bat and ball during 
practice. The ball just off the bat of 
the club's home run hitter, soaring 
and arching toward the bullpen. The 
pop of the bullpen catcher's mitt 
Fans yelling and begging (literally) 
the players for their autographs on 
balls, programs and memorabilia 
(In my case, down a leg or across 
the back of Omar, my Mets Cab-
bage Patch Kid). 
The feelings stirred by baseball 
make you feel as if life is worth 
living, as if you don't have any 
other cares in the world. For two 
hours nothing else matters excevt · 
for rooting for the home team and 
having a good time, even if your 
team doesn't win. This feeling is 
not only apparent during the game 
or the entire season, but any time 
you talk about or even think about 
baseball. 
You can distinguish the true fa-
natic by the eyes, they float and get 
that far-away, reminiscing look, like 
someone remembering "the good 
old days." 
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Bombers slip in sloppy home opener 
By Scott D. Matthews 
and WiUie Rubenstein 
Although the men's lacrosse team never 
led during its home opener last Saturday, 
head coach Jeff Long never felt behind. 
Ithaca falls to 4th-ranked Nazareth, 9-7; 
freshman Brian Ferry impressive in debut 
about 20 feet out A shon time later, the 
Bombers had a golden opportunity to tie the 
game. 
Ithaca controlled the ball in the Flyer end 
for at leasttwo minutes without talcing a shot. 
However, their patience finally broke down, 
as an errant pass sailed out of bounds to the 
left side of the net. giving Naweth posses-
sion. 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
WEEKEND GAME 
The Bombers, ranked 19th in the United 
Stares Intercollegiate Lacrosse pre-season 
poll, fell 9-7 to 4th ranked Naz.areth before a 
robust crowd of 400 at Allen Field. 
Thegamewasplayedonamuddy,chewed 
up field, which slowed the pace of the game 
considerably. "The ball wasn't rolling," said 
Long. 
Nazareth jumped out to an early lead, 
scoring three times in the first five minutes. 
Then the defense to0k over, as neither team 
could tally for the rest of the quarter. 
"The first couple of goals were two mis-
lakcs," Long said. "It took time for us to get 
into the flow of the game." 
The Bombers got on the scoreboard 1 :42 
into the second quarter when freshman Bill 
Krist scored his first collegiate goal on a shot 
from the left side. 
Ithaca cut the margin to one when junior 
Bob Hogan finished off a well-executed fast 
break, converting a pass from junior captain 
Rob Schantz. 
Naz.areth nullified the goal by scoring less 
than a minute later, giving the Golden Flyers 
a 4-2 lead at the half. 
The gap would have been wider if not for 
an excellent save by Bomber goalie Christian 
Buck with 12 seconds left. 
"Our shooting choices were not good," 
Long said. "We let some scoring opportuni-
ties slip by." 
Naz.areth got the jwnp on the Bombers 
early in the third quaner, as a hard shot by a 
Nazareth auacker blew by Buck, upping the 
Flyer advantage to 5-2. ' 
However, Ithaca struck back quickly. 
The Bombers cut the margin back down to 
two at 6:07, when freshman Brian Ferry 
took a beautiful pass from junior Dave 
Darcangelo and whipped a shot over the left 
shoulder of Flyer goalie Greg Gebhardt 
"Brian has good vision. He11 get better 
every time he steps onto the field," Long 
siad. 
A short time later at 7:13, Ithaca tallied 
a man-up goal by Terry Thompson from an 
excellent feed from Ferry. Thompson's shot 
was a low bouncer to the opposite comer, 
hitting the net just inside the post 
The enthusiasm was short lived how-
ever, as Ronnie Davis scored two goals 
only 40 seconds apart to put Nazareth up by 
three again, 7-4. 
"Our shooting choices were 
not good. We let some scoring 
opportunities slip by." 
-Head coach Jeff Long 
The see-saw then rocked back the other 
way ,as BomberdefensemanJoey Mahoney 
threw in a long shot off a Rick Maher pass 
at 10:49. 
The Bombers then wrapped up the high-
scoring period when Schantz tucked the 
ball into the upper-right hand comer of the 
Flyer goal with 34 seconds left in the quar-
ter. 
The wild period ended with seven more 
goals on the scoreboard, and the Bombers 
down by only one goal. 
Just as the Bombers seemed to have 
momentwn, Nazareth stopped Ithaca in 
theirtrackswithanuncommonandunusual 
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A Toe-Tapping Full-Length Musical 
The Cotton Patch Version of Matthew and John 
Music and Lyrics 
Harry Chapin 
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Tickets on sale Beginning March?S at Chapel Office 274-3103 \ 
After April 1 in Campus Center \ 
\ 
Sponsored by the Catholic Community and the IC Interfaith Religious Council 
play. 
Following a Bomber penalty deep in their 
own end, a Nazareth player pretended to have 
the ball to Buck's right 
Actually, Ronnie Davis was in possession 
on the left side, and he scored unopposed past 
the bewildered Bomber defense. 
"It was our fault for not picking it out." 
Long said. "It was legal, but it was a critical 
turning point." 
Lacrosse rules say that the referee must 
only inform one member of the defending 
team where the ball is. 
Long felt that the referee should have 
informed the entire Bomber defense of the 
ball's location. 
Recovering from the surprise of the trick 
and now trailing by two goals, Ithaca cut the 
lead back to one at 9:24. 
Maher took a pass from Ferry and fired a 
hard shot over the shoulderof Gebhardt from 
The Flyers capitalized and effectively 
ended the game when Tom Cox took a pass 
behind Buck and whipped it into an open net 
at 12:08. 
Nazareth then held off the desperate Ithaca 
attack, making the final score 9-7. 
Long was pleased with Ithaca's defensive 
effort. 
"Christian (Buck) did a nice job. He ddn't 
win the position. The starting goaliewul be a 
game-to-game decision." Long said. "Our 
goal was to hold Nazareth below 10 goals." 
Longaddedthatthesloppyfieldconditions 
hurt the run-and-gun attack ofNazareth. Long 
was not displeased with his team's effort. He 
added,"I never felt behind." 
South Hill Quality Apartments 
At Reduced Prices! 
\ 
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Tennis team opens spring season 
with victory over Oneonta State 
By Ed Orr 
Ithaca College's tennis team 
contested SUNY Oneonta for the 
first time in either college's history 
on Tuesday, and the Bombers came 
out on lop, downing Oneonta, 5-4 .. 
Ithaca's strength turned out to be 
the youth, as senior David Trinkoff 
was the only upperclassman to 
contribute to the five Bomber wins. 
Trinkoff and freshman Kyle 
Schennerhom won their doubles 
match in straight sets. Tfteir victo-
ries imressed head coach Tim 
Faulkner. "I thought the third team 
doubles did very well," he said after 
a brief reflection of the day. 
In the single' s matches, IC came 
up empty_ in the first two spots, but 
sophomore Erik Nordoff, filling the 
third singles slot, proved to be valu-
able, as he handidly took the first 
two sets: 6-2, 6-3. 
Another rookie, Jamie 
Kreitzman, was in a rocky battle, 
but came out victorious. He won 
the first (6-2), tied it up with the 
second (2-6), and squeaked out the 
win in the last with 7 -5. 
Aft.er losing the first set 6-7, 
freshman Erik Simpson pcrfonned 
consistently and tough to win the 
next two sets (6-2, 7-5) to take his 
first collegiate match to the victory 
column. 
Sipmpson and Nordoff teamed 
up in the second team doubles to 
win in straight sets, 6--2, 6-3. 
Faulkner said he was pleased 
withtheresults.Oneonta'sfirstteam 
singles player is currently ranked 
18th in the nation, and their first 
team doubles pair is ranked 21st. 
"I'm especially happy, coming 
away with a win," he admiued. 
It was accomplished with qual-
ity play, as Faulkner was impressed 
with the whole team's (especially 
the newcomers') "very good com-
posure." 
Faulkner emphasized that it was 
only their first match, and there is 
room for improvement "I'm fairly 
happy with the young kids," he 
said. 
Faulkner was also pleased with 
the fact that IC accomplished so 
much, considering the limited time 
they've spent on the court, due to 
the weather and facilities. Oneonta, 
on the other hand, has indoor courts 
readily available, where they prac-
tice during winter months. 
The fact that team leaders Mike 
Axelrod and Cary Gruber came up 
short, did not seem to worry 
Faulkner, he said that time will re-
veal what they're made of. 
Thursday, IC will play with 
Hamilton at 3 p.m. 
DOING IT: 
You've learned advertising in the classroom. Now it's time to learn it 
from industry executives! 
The Ithaca College Chapter of the American Advertising Federation, in 
conjunction with Ithaca College Chapter of the American Marketing 
Association invites you to our first annual Advertising Conference:Saturday, 
April 20th. -
_ · The theme for the seminar is "Doing it: Making the Right Moves in 
Advertising." The conference gives you insight and information about careers in 
the advertising industry. 
The speakers represent top companies in the field. Participants will meet 
executives from Lintas, BBDO, Chiat/Day-Mojo, Playboy, DMB&B,Clarion, 
Sandez and Sports Illustrated, among others. All are IC alumni! 
, An essential element in our conference: participants can meet and interact 
with the speakers on a personal level. After the morning presentations, we will 
break into small group discussions with the speakers to address case study 
problems that give you hands-on work. We expect discussion groups to contain 
fewer than 15 participants per speaker. 
Space at our conference is limited so you must respond promptly. All 
reservations are accepted on a first-come-first-served basis. Please return the 
bottoi:n:portion of this fonn with your registration fee: $15 for members of the 
sponspp~g clubs, $20 for others payable by mail or at the table set up in the 
; ~Campus Center, Thursday and Friday April 4&5, from 10am - 2pm. 
I The fee includes all conference events including the lunch presentation at the Terrace Dining Halli 
Please call Chrissy Murray, president of the ICAAF Chapter at 256-9365_ for more info. 
' -MAKING THE RIGHT MOVES IN ADVERTISING 
--------------------------------
NAME: __________ _ MAJOR/MINOR: 
ADDRESS:--------- YEAR: _________ _ 
PHONE:----------
Please_make check payable to Ithaca College Chapter American Advenising 
Federation. -Drop off checks at the regisrration table or mail to: Karen Brown, c/o 
ICAFF, Roy H. Park School of Communications by April 5. 
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Big Red sets the pace in 
blowout of Bombers, 7 =2 
By Rorie Pickman 
In a battle of the two women's 
lacrosse teams in town, Ithaca 
College took on Division I Cornell 
at the upper terrace field. The con-
test was the home opener for the 
Bombers, who had previously 
played two games on the road in 
Springfield, Mass. 
The game did not go well for the 
Bombers, who suffered from a lack 
of offensive production and lost the 
comest 7-2. 
The .Big Red controlled the 
tempo of the entire match. Cornell 
began the game playing an 
agressive, fast-paced style. 
Ithaca drew first blood three 
minutes into the game, when Jen 
Allen converted on a free posses-
sion. But then Cornell took com-
M en's Lacrosse 
Continued from back page 
later at 3:08 on a goal by Rob Lowe. 
The Bolll bers scored their final goal 
at 6:00, as Ferry tallied his second 
of the game. Colgate' sLowecloscd 
out the scoring at 13:31, making the 
final 8-3. 
The story of the game was the 
Bombers ability to control play. 
Colgatecouldmustcronly 14 shots, 
as compared to Ithaca's 40. 
mand of the game and blew open 
the 1-1 tic by scoring three goals in 
a minute and a half in the second 
quarter. Ria Tascoe had two of the 
tallies. 
With a comfortable 4-1 lead at 
halftime, Cornell slowed down the 
pace. TheBomberswerenotableto 
adjust, and had problems clearing 
the ball. 
The second half wasn't much 
better for the Bombers. Tascoc 
picked up the hattrick with seven 
minutes left. Allen scored her 
second goal of the game midway 
through the second half. 
Ithaca coach Andrea Golden was 
not happy with her team's play. 
"We didn't handle the midfield 
pressure very well, and we were not 
patient attack wise," she said. 
The Bomber defense did an ex-
cellentjob, tWTiing away numerous 
one-on-one situations and causing 
many turnovers. Christian Buck 
tended the net forl thac:a, making 10 
saves on the day. 
I lhaca is now 1- I on the season. 
They travel to Conland to battle the 
14th ranked Red Dragons Satur-
day, March 30 at 2:00 p.m. 
Seven Days A Week 
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Women's basketball players earn 
AII-ICAC recognition 
Athlete of the week: men's 
swimming's Dan Guerrera 
Men's tennis opens season with 
loss to Oneonta State 
-~-
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Complete control 
., Ithacan I Tom Arundel 
The Bombers' Rob Hogan, a Junior attackman, scored one goal during Ithaca's 8-7 loss against Nazareth Saturday. See related 
story on page 22. 
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Guerrera leads 
Bombers to --
16th place at 
Nationals 
By Lauren Semmel 
The men's swim team ended 
their season wilh a bang, placing 
16th with 76 points at the NCAA 
Division III Championships held 
at Emory University last weekend. 
MEN'S SWIMMING 
One of the Bombers' goals go-
ing into the meet was to_place 10th 
overall. 
Unfortunately for Ithaca, co-
captain Andre Marozsan, one of the 
Bombers best swimmers and also 
ranked the top-seeded di~tance 
swimmer, has been sick fort.he pa$t 
couple of weeks and was unable tp 
swim his best times. 
Dan Guerrera led the Bo'"mbers 
by placing third in the 100-yard 
breaststroke with a time of 58.07 
and fourth in the 200-yard breast-
stroke with a time of 2.08.23. 
"Of all the-goals the. 
~eam set for.this season, 
they were fantastically 
succe_ssful.-,~-
-Head coach Kevin 
Markwardt 
Bombers brush 
with· Colgate, 
These were his personal best 
r--------------------------. times in both of these events and 
also school records. 
come clean, 8-3 
By Scott D. Matthews 
Most thought that it was neces-
sary for the men's lacrosse team to 
have a victory going into their clash 
with Cortland State, who they have 
not beaten since 1983. 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
However, nobody expected the 
-"' Bombers to travel to Colgate on 
Wednesday afternoon and dominate 
the Division I Red Raiders. 
< 
The game dido 't start off very 
well for Ithaca, as Colgate tallied 
only 1:27 into the contest Andy 
Halliday scored off an assist from 
Greg Perry. 
It was one of the few highlights 
for Colgate on the afternoon, as the 
Bombers proceeded to reel off the 
next seven goals. 
The frrst Ithaca goal came at 
7:59ofthefirstquarter,as Bill Krist 
scored unassisted. 
Less than two minutes later, the 
Bombers took a lead they would 
never relinquish, when Brian Ferry 
. scored a man-up goal off a pass 
from Terry Thompson at 9:39. 
Ithaca extended the lead to 3-1 
by the end of the quarter. Charlie 
Shoellerconvertedafeed from Ferry 
at 11:53. 
The second quarter was a total 
blank on the scoring summary. 
Neither team was able to score, 
although Ithaca continued to com-
mand play. At the half, Colgate had 
only three shots. 
The third quarter belonged to 
Ithaca and Bill KrisL The freshman 
turned the latter pan of the period 
into his own personal showcase. 
His first goal came at 9:59, with 
Ferry gelling the assisL Krist struck 
again less than three minutes later. 
The unassisted goal was his third 
of the game,andgave Ithaca a com-
manding 5-1 lead. 
The Bombers put the game away 
in the final quarter. Only 1:17 into 
the period.junia Rob Hogan tallied, 
with an assist from junior Joel 
Florczyk. A liule more than a minute 
later, Dave Darcangelo scored 
unassisted, running the score to 7-
1. 
Colgate finally scored shortly 
See "Men's Lacrossefl page 23 
Def ending state champs 
open 1991 campaign 
By Pam Rollinson 
The women's varsity crew 
team spent their ~])ring break 
catching rays in Augusta, Geor-
gia. 
WOMEN'S CREW 
However, they did have to 
pay a small price to be in the sun. 
They had to "row until they 
dropped" head coach Jocelyn 
Kearing said. 
The crew team had to run a 
mile to the boathouse and then 
row for two hours straight. 
They'd relax for a few hours and 
then head back in the afternoon 
to do it all over again. 
They trained with the varsity 
men as well as the novice men 
and women's crews. One hun-
dred IC rowers made the trip. 
The crew was extremely 
' strong- during the fall training, 
Kearing said. She said that it's 
difficult to judge how well lhey 'II 
do because of the differences in 
fall and spring rowing.· 
Junior ca plain Marjorie Elsen 
as well as the seven other women 
in the "A" boat captured the 
women's club eight title at the 
prestigious Head-of-the-Charles 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts last 
October. 
Kearing said that because of 
IC's top finish against heavy-
weight crews such as Cornell, 
Princeton and Yale, it will make 
the spring season a liule easier. 
"It (Head-of-the-Charles win) 
sets us up as a real contender in 
future races," Kearing said. 
At the Braxton and Frostbite 
regattas held in November at 
Philadelphia, the squad won two 
races to further build their repu-
tation as a strong, well-balancea 
crew. 
The team held an 8-5 record 
last season. They also won the 
New York State Championship, 
which gave them a good seed for 
the National competition. They 
placed lllh in lhatrace. 
Kearing said she feels that the 
combination of six seniors and 
an impressive fall season, the 
women's crew should do well 
this spring. 
She said she would like to see 
the Bombers finish in the top six 
See "Crew" page 21 
Guerrera also earned Alh 
America honors, and came close to 
earning a National title. 
Greg Szyluk also swam his per-
sonal best time in lhe 100 back-
stroke in which he placed 1 ~th 
earning honorable mention All-
America honors. 
Head coach Kevin Markwardt 
said he was very impressed with 
Szyluk, placeing in an individual· 
event as a Freshman. 
Szyluk has effectively replaced 
Rob D' Alessandro, the top 
backstroker on last year's squad. 
"Szyluk has gone very far and 
has shown grea! improvement 
throughout the year" said 
Markwardt. 
He added that Szyluk has devel-
oped confidence in himself and will 
set high goals for himself in the 
future. 
Co-captain, Jeff Ungvary, who 
was the highest point scorer this 
season, and the most valuable 
swimm.!r, placed 10th in the 200 
yard freestyle. 
There were also three relays that. 
placed in the meet. The 200 an~ 
400 medley relays, both consisting . 
of Szyluk, Ungvary, 
Papatheodorou, and Guerrera 
placed 9th and 10th consecutively. 
The 800 freestyle· relay team, 
which consisted of Ungvary, 
Podolsky, Maroszan and Merrick, 
See" Men's swimming" page 
'· 
